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Thesis Abstract

In today’s age of “big data” and “omics” research, biologists face two unique challenges - sharing their results with the larger community in an interpretable and reusable format and integrating their experimental data and findings with the prevailing hypotheses that govern their field. Publicly funded biological data curation and warehousing centers have emerged to address the former, but the challenge remains of sifting out relevant information from these resources and integrating it in a scalable way towards assessing biological hypotheses, and in disseminating the results of this process. To address these challenges, I have developed, implemented and evaluated a semi-automated system for biological hypothesis evaluation that uses semantic technologies to reason over existing experimental data and knowledge. Chapter 1 presents the motivation, driving hypothesis and objectives for this doctoral thesis, as well as a brief review of the Semantic Web and automated systems for hypothesis formulation and evaluation. In Chapter 2 I present HyQue, a Semantic Web tool for evaluating scientific hypotheses, including the system architecture and a prototype implementation for evaluating hypotheses about yeast metabolism. In Chapter 3, I describe efforts to publish and integrate biological data on the Semantic Web through the Bio2RDF project, a key data source for HyQue that enables browsing, querying and downloading over 3 billion statements from more than 25 life sciences databases. In Chapter 4 I describe the ovopub, a linked data model for capturing provenance on the Semantic Web, as well as its implementation and application to Bio2RDF data. The ovopub provides a simple model for describing basic elements of linked data provenance, and enables provenance-based querying and filtering over biological linked data. In Chapter 5 I describe the application of HyQue to evaluating
hypotheses about the role of C. elegans genes in aging. HyQue correctly identified known lifespan-related genes, as well as 24 candidate aging-related genes by retrieving and evaluating domain-specific evidence from multiple sources. Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and proposes future work.
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Chapter: General Introduction

“The challenge of the Semantic Web ... is to provide a language that expresses both data and rules for reasoning about the data and that allows rules from any existing knowledge-representation system to be exported onto the Web”

(Berners-Lee, 2001)

“... creating technologies that represent and interpret multiple, diverse data sources and that support collaborative scientific interpretation of these sources is critical”

(Altman et al., 1999)
1.1 Motivation

One of the central tenets of experimentation in the life sciences is that the formulation and testing of hypotheses will lead to an improved understanding of biological systems that cannot be directly observed due to their complexity and size [1]. Valid hypotheses build on the results of prior experiments and can be tested through new experimentation. However, with hundreds of thousands of relevant articles published each year in scientific journals [2] and terabytes of related data, scientists are overwhelmed and unable to sift through and collate all essential facts to support or dispute a hypothesis. In addition to testing hypotheses through new experimentation, significant work is required to evaluate hypotheses in the context of existing data. Indeed, biologists perceive that the predominant challenge in research is to “locate, integrate and access” the vast amounts of biological data resulting from small- and large-scale experiments [3]. Improving scientists’ ability to effectively integrate information has significant consequences for the scientific enterprise in terms of saving time, preventing unnecessary duplication of research efforts, lowering costs and increasing productivity [4]. Approaches that truly encompass the promise of ‘Big Data’ by providing services for processing data at scale and policies to govern these services, in addition to the data itself, have the potential to foster scientific collaboration and accelerate discovery, likely in ways that we cannot currently envision [5].

E-Science [6-8] has much to gain from a system for automated hypothesis evaluation that brings question-answering and the distributed use and analysis of scientific data up to the scale of current data production in the natural sciences. Novel approaches directed towards the information integration challenge could significantly
change the way that scientists interact and publish scientific results [9], enabling a whole new paradigm around using that information to develop effective experiments that improve our overall understanding. Systems for scientists that facilitate reproducibility, generate machine understandable results, and enable data retrieval informed by the type of analysis executed to generate that data, are necessary to advance the discovery level and value of natural sciences research in this information-centric age. Motivated by this potential, my doctoral research aims to test the following hypothesis within the framework of two broad objectives.

1.2 Hypothesis

Formal machine-understandable models for hypotheses, hypothesis evaluation criteria, scientific knowledge and data enable the semi-automated evaluation of biological hypotheses over existing knowledge and experimental data.

1.3 Research objectives

1. Develop a framework for formulating and evaluating scientific hypotheses using formally represented data and knowledge

2. Implement this framework to evaluate biological hypotheses

1.4 Thesis outline

In the remaining sections of this chapter, I briefly review Semantic Web technologies and automated systems for hypothesis formulation and evaluation. In Chapter 2 I present the architecture and implementation of HyQue, a Semantic Web tool for evaluating scientific hypotheses, and its prototype biological application. In Chapter 3 I describe the Bio2RDF project, a key resource for HyQue that enables browsing, querying and downloading over 3 billion statements from more than 25 life sciences databases that have been structured
to enable data integration and reasoning using the Semanticscience Integrated Ontology. In Chapter 4 I describe the ovopub, a linked data model for capturing provenance on the Semantic Web and its application to the iRefindex database of protein-protein interactions (PPI), including domain specific descriptions of PPI experimental provenance that are important in assessing the strength of evidence associated with a PPI. In Chapter 5 I describe the application of HyQue for evaluating hypotheses about the role of *C. elegans* genes in aging, and demonstrate that HyQue can identify known aging- and longevity-associated genes as well as quantify experimental support for 24 candidate genes. Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and proposes future work.

### 1.5 Background

#### 1.5.1 The Semantic Web: Making the Web machine-understandable

The HyperText Markup Language (HTML), used to create virtually all Web pages we visit, structures online documents primarily in terms of layout and is used for formatting how a page looks as well as linking pages to each other on the Web. In concert with Web technologies such as Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), JavaScript and the AJAX paradigm, this simple language has remained the foundation for building complex, beautiful and significant online experiences (Figure 1). However, these experiences are limited to what can be processed and understood by humans. HTML does not describe the content within or meaning of the links between pages in any machine-understandable way. We must rely on our own interpretation to determine the context of links between Web pages, and how their content is (or is not) related. Computers are left mostly “in the dark” as to the meaning of Web pages’ content and the links between them, unless this content is further analyzed using approaches such as natural language processing. HTML5, the most recent
release of HTML, includes more meaning-focused tags (dubbed ‘semantic elements’) such as `<aside>`, `<figure>`, `<section>`, and `<summary>`, in addition to the long-standing `<table>` and `<img>`, but they lack a machine-interpretable definition and what lies between these tags, as well as information about their creator and source remains, from the perspective of the computer, simply a sequence of characters.

Motivated by this problem, and envisioning a world where software agents on the Web could process and act on machine-understandable data, Tim Berners-Lee first conceived of the Semantic Web [10] to facilitate knowledge representation, information sharing and data integration in a distributed, decentralized manner, through a standard set of machine-understandable languages and protocols with a well-defined *syntax* and *semantics*.
Vocabularies that define concepts for structuring and linking data can themselves be published on the Semantic Web, and the links or relationships between them also described, thereby providing both humans and computers with the ability to interpret their meaning. The technologies at the core of the Semantic Web form a ‘stack’ (Figure 2) with the most basic requirements (unique and resolvable identifiers) at its foundation and more complex technologies for representing knowledge and querying facilitating web-based logic, leading eventually to support for trusted machine-enabled communications. This stack also represents the progression of Semantic Web technologies, gaining more functionality through time.

![Semantic Web technology stack](image)

**Figure 2 The Semantic Web technology stack [11].**

### 1.5.1.1 RDF, Linked Data and SPARQL

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a simple but powerful data model for the Semantic Web that describes facts as collections of subject-predicate-object triples, each element of which can be typed by taxonomically organized vocabularies. Using RDF triples, it is possible to describe the relationships between and properties of entities.

Consider the statement ‘Alison has age 29’. Here, the subject is ‘Alison’, the predicate is
‘has age’ and the object is ‘29’. ‘Alison’ could be assigned a resource with a unique identifier, e.g. ‘http://example.org/people/Alison’. In RDF (using the Turtle or TTL syntax), this statement could be expressed as:

```turtle
@prefix people: <http://example.org/people/> .
@prefix quality: <http://example.org/quality/> .
people:Alison quality:has_age "29" .
```

Objects can be literals as in the age example, or other resources, as for the statement ‘Alison has sibling Christopher’ where ‘Christopher’ would be represented by another unique resource. Similarly, additional statements could be made about the ‘Christopher’ resource:

```turtle
@prefix people: <http://example.org/people/> .
@prefix quality: <http://example.org/quality/> .
people:Alison quality:has_sibling people:Christopher .
people:Christopher quality:has_age "26" .
```

Much of human-generated data, particularly in the sciences, can be described using this basic triple structure. Linked Data is a paradigm for publishing data on the Web that uses RDF as a foundation for representation, and aims to make data a “first class citizen” of the Web to enable its widespread sharing, integration and re-use [12]. At the heart of Linked Data are these design principles: (1) use URIs to give globally scoped unique names to things, (2) use HTTP URIs so that those identifiers are resolvable on the Web, (3) describe things using Semantic Web standard languages so that the content at a resolved URI is machine understandable, and (4) include in those descriptions links to other things, so that the network of relationships between concepts can be traversed on the Web [12]. The query language of the Semantic Web is the SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL). RDF data is stored in a triplestore, a type of database
optimized for SPARQL querying and retrieval of triples. Triplestore implementations such as AllegroGraph, BigOWLIM, Sesame and Virtuoso enable access to distributed RDF resources on the Web at query time that can be integrated by federated queries.

For the life sciences in particular, Semantic Web technologies have emerged as a key enabling technology to tackle the challenge of information integration posed by the data-knowledge gap [13-15]. Specifically, RDF and Linked Data enable publishing experimental data on the Web in a manner that supports querying, automatic integration, and reasoning. The Bio2RDF project applies Linked Data principles to transform life sciences data from a variety of providers, and publishes nearly 30 billion triples of life science data through a globally redundant and distributed set of SPARQL endpoints [16, 17], using consistent resource-naming schemes to maximize integration across datasets. Recently developed data integration projects such as OpenPHACTS [18] consume Bio2RDF linked data and related bio-ontologies to facilitate discovery and reasoning.

1.5.1.2 Ontologies and the Web Ontology Language (OWL)

An ontology is the specification of a conceptualization [19] that describes concepts in a domain of knowledge and the relations between them. In the context of the Semantic Web (in contrast to philosophy, where ‘ontology’ has a related but distinct meaning), ontologies are serialized using a machine-understandable description language and are used to describe Linked Data entities and relationships between them. For example, an ontology for real estate might define concepts for ‘Property’, ‘House’, ‘Buyer’, ‘Seller’, ‘Sale price’, ‘Offer’ and so on, as well as relationships like ‘owns’ and ‘intends to purchase’, in such a way that a reasoner could automatically flag homes for sale that meet specific buyer criteria, without the requirement for a person to manually search all
available listings. An ontology for protein biochemistry would include concepts such as ‘Protein’, ‘Peptide’, ‘Amino acid’, ‘Beta sheet’, and relationships ‘has part’ and ‘encoded by’ and could enable the detection of secondary structures based on the existence of amino acids that have ontologically defined properties. The Web Ontology Language (OWL2) provides the means to describe classes (concepts), properties (relationships), individuals (instances of classes), and data values (such as raw numbers or strings). It also has elements such as existential and universal quantifiers to distinguish properties that may hold for some individuals of a class from those that must hold for all individuals of a class (e.g. all instances of the class ‘mother’ must have a child), qualified cardinality restrictions to assert exactly how many entities or qualities an instance of class may be related to (e.g. a ‘mother’ has a minimum of 1 child), and class constructors (union, disjunction) to allow the description of complex classes as the union or disjunction of two or more other classes (e.g. a ‘mother’ is equivalent to the union of the classes ‘parent’ and ‘female’) [20, 21]. OWL2 is based on a family of Description Logics, a knowledge representation formalism that has its origins in semantic networks and frames [22]. OWL ontologies have been used to form the basis for developing reasoning-capable knowledge bases in the life sciences. As of March 2014, the National Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO) at Stanford University maintains a collection of over 380 bio-ontologies. One of the most widely used groups of ontologies is the Gene Ontology (GO) [23], which consists of three ontologies for biological processes, functions, and cellular locations. GO has been used to assign annotations to UniProt protein entries in the Gene Ontology Annotations (GOA) knowledge base [24], for gene set enrichment analysis [25], and numerous other applications including a recent effort to benchmark
protein function prediction approaches [26]. Biomedical ontologies have been used for integrating annotations from clinical notes to detect adverse drug events [27, 28]. SNOMED CT, a large medical ontology, has been used in a wide range of applications [29] including the classification of pathology reports to detect cancer diagnoses [30]. Other applications that take advantage of the reasoning capability of OWL ontologies includes work to describe genomic knowledge found in the *Saccharomyces* Genome Database (SGD) [31], the pharmacogenomics of depression as found in curated articles highlighted by the Pharmacogenomics Knowledge Base [32] and knowledge about RNA structure and function [33].

1.5.2 Hypothesis representation, formulation and evaluation

There have been many research efforts directed towards formulating and representing hypotheses and in computationally evaluating hypotheses using existing data. In this section I describe some of the exemplar systems and approaches in this field that are relevant to the life sciences, as well as their contributions and shortcomings.

HypGene [34, 35] was designed to describe and evaluate hypotheses about genetic attenuation. HypGene was implemented in Lisp and used theory revision operators to iteratively update hypotheses about the *trp* operon based on experimental data. Revision operators were triggered when predicted experimental outcomes generated by GENSIM [36] did not agree with observed experimental results. One example of a revision operator used by HypGene was an ‘initial condition modification’ operator, that updated a hypothesis by changing the amounts of input compounds present at the beginning of the hypothetical *in silico* experiment executed with GENSIM to satisfy the
observed outcomes. This necessarily required the expected outcomes of all relevant
experiments to be specified in advance.

HinCyc [37] was used to predict the existence of biochemical pathways in *H.
influenzae*. Specifically, HinCyc used data about *E. coli* pathways in the EcoCyc
encyclopedia of *E. coli* genes and pathways [38] to hypothesize the occurrence of similar
pathways in *H. influenzae*. To do this, HinCyc searched for homologs of known *E. coli*
pathway components in the set of *H. influenzae* gene products, and hypothesized that a
given pathway existed if a sufficient set of homologs was found.

GenePath [39], a system implemented in Prolog, used abductive reasoning to
generate hypotheses about genetic networks based on genetic experiments in
*Dictyostelium discoideum*. Abductive reasoning is a type of inference that proposes
explanations (hypotheses) for a given observation. An example of abductive reasoning is
to hypothesize that a gene’s expression is increased based on the observation that there
are higher levels of its protein product than observed in other conditions. In such cases,
there may be multiple possible explanations for a given observation (consider an
alternative hypothesis that a pathway which normally metabolizes the protein is not
active), and which is the correct one is not necessarily known but also does not need to be
for abductive reasoning to be useful in the context of biological hypothesis formulation.
GenePath used background knowledge in the form of known genetic interactions (such as
gene A induces expression of gene B, and gene C represses expression of gene D) and if-
then rules to construct hypothetical genetic pathways to explain (satisfy the constraints
of) a given set of experimental results.
Many years before this, Randolph Miller, Harry Pople Jr. and Jack Myer’s work on the medical decision support system INTERNIST-I explored the potential of formal machine-understandable descriptions of medical knowledge for performing differential diagnoses [40]. INTERNIST-I was developed to encompass the knowledge held by medical doctor Jack Myer about internal medicine. It used a knowledge base that encompasses more than 15 person-years of curation work, and consisted of diseases, disease manifestations, and relationships between them including a disease hierarchy, as well as causality and predisposition relationships. INTERNIST-I operated by constructing differential diagnosis lists for a set of input patient conditions including laboratory results, physical features, and symptoms. Each differential diagnosis was then scored by taking into account several features of the diagnosis presentation, including the frequency with which a given symptom is observed with the diagnosis, how many symptoms are associated with a given possible diagnosis but are absent in the patient in question, how many presenting symptoms are not explained by the diagnosis. The diagnosis that scored significantly better than any other was proposed as the correct diagnosis. Despite the impressive effort involved in developing INTERNIST-I, and some positive evaluations, there have been significant critiques of this expert system and its shortcomings have been well described [41]. Its issues are related both to the structure and content of its knowledge base and also the logic used to reason over it for the purpose of differential diagnosis. For example, INTERNIST-I could not account for temporal relationships between manifestations, and could not distinguish between symptoms and causal factors of a diagnosed disease. It also generated false diagnoses that clinicians considered to be the result of basic reasoning error, and thus never saw widespread
application. Lastly, INTERNIST-I was not accessible to the novice user, even when the user was an expert clinician, because effective use required in-depth knowledge of its complex data input procedures as well as significant processing time.

HypGene, GenePath and INTERNIST-I are examples of rule-based systems applied to the problems of hypothesis generation and revision. Rule-based systems [42] consist of a collection of rules in a knowledge base (a ‘rule base’) and an interpreter or inference engine to execute rules triggered by input conditions. Rule-based systems have seen widespread use data and text mining, and in bioinformatics for a variety of applications including detecting [43] and modeling [44, 45] molecular pathways, extracting protein phosphorylation sites from the literature [46] and recognizing protein and gene names in scientific text [47]. Advantages of rule-based systems include that the modular nature of rules facilitates their reuse, new rules can be added to improve the scope and performance of rule bases, and that the ability to trace rule executions makes the reasoning of rule-based systems transparent to users [42].

More recently, Ross D. King and colleagues developed Adam the Robot Scientist [48], a combination system for carrying out automated wet lab experiments and reasoning over hypothesis spaces. Adam used abductive reasoning to formulate hypotheses about genes encoding ‘orphan’ enzymes (proteins which do not have a known corresponding gene) in yeast (S. cerevisiae), and deductive reasoning to test them by designing experiments and executing them automatically. Abductive reasoning was accomplished using a knowledge base consisting of a formal model of yeast metabolic pathways expressed in Prolog, and a database of known yeast genes and metabolites. King et al. used Adam to formulate and test 20 hypotheses about genes that may encode orphan
enzymes, and then performed additional experiments confirming three of the hypothesized gene-protein product relationships. An additional six hypotheses were confirmed by investigating the literature. The Robot Scientist uses an ontology to describe abduced hypotheses [49].

Tari et al. [50] developed a system that combines natural language processing of MedLine abstracts with a formal representation for drug-drug interactions (DDIs) in order to identify potentially undiscovered DDIs. Their system allowed for the formulation of hypothetical drug interactions and subsequent evaluation using drug interaction statements extracted from MedLine abstracts and DrugBank. Specifically, their system used a natural language processing (NLP) pipeline to extract parse trees that describe the syntactic (grammatical) structure of sentences and named entities (drugs, enzymes and genes) from MedLine abstracts, and stored these trees in a database. The database was then queried to extract explicit DDIs from processed sentences, as well as implicit DDIs inferred from statements (potentially occurring in different abstracts) such as ‘drug1 inhibits enzymeA’ and ‘enzymeA metabolizes drug2’. Using AnsProlog, they executed rules concerning drug metabolism over the statements extracted from the abstracts to infer DDIs for a given drug. 20 of the 170 direct DDIs discovered by their method were reported in DrugBank, which was used as a gold standard.

RIBOWEB [51, 52] was an early Semantic Web tool developed in part by Russ Altman that represented scientific data about ribosomes in a formal machine understandable manner, and allowed users to evaluate by visual inspection three-dimensional models of ribosomes retrieved on the fly, using input from the user combined with reasoning over structural data. RIBOWEB used a knowledge base of
published structural and experimental data about the 30S ribosomal subunit, as well as the computational methods used to generate the structural data. The types of data and relationships between them are encoded in four ontologies about molecules, types of data, publications and methods.

The HyBrow (Hypothesis Browser) system [53, 54], developed by Stephen Racunas and Nigam Shah, was the inspiration and early guiding framework for HyQue. HyBrow used a manually curated knowledge base of literature-extracted facts about the galactose metabolism pathway in yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) coupled with a model for hypotheses and rules to evaluate gene and protein-centric hypotheses about the genetic regulation of galactose metabolism in response to environmental cues. One of HyBrow’s features is that it could rank proposed hypotheses by their degrees of support, and present this data to the user. HyBrow also had the ability to propose alternative hypotheses composed of events that were similar to hypothesized events but that had more support from the facts in the HyBrow knowledge base and violated fewer constraints. This capability was limited, however, to events that were already described in the knowledge base (i.e. alternative events were not composed on the fly by reasoning over their component parts). Another of its primary shortcomings, like INTERNIST-I, was the significant manual effort that was required to create the knowledge base at its core.

1.6 Summary

The approaches to hypothesis formulation and reasoning described above have made significant contributions in terms of methods for formally representing biological hypotheses and scientific data, but the implementation of these representation models is
typically system-specific and difficult to apply to new domains and integrate with other tools. Using Semantic Web standards and approaches for data integration to tackle these issues is a promising step forward. More importantly, the problem of hypothesis \textit{formulation} is distinct from that of hypothesis \textit{evaluation} and the majority of the reviewed literature aims to address the former. HyQue takes a fundamentally different approach from computational methods for hypothesis formulation, by framing the problem of hypothesis evaluation as one of data gathering and analysis in the context of domain knowledge. Hypothesis formulation tasks can be achieved only by executing pre-defined revision operators that can produce a limited set of possible alternatives and rely on \textit{a priori} knowledge. By considering instead the problem of gathering and evaluating existing evidence for a given hypothesis, the HyQue framework is flexible and has the capability to evaluate hypotheses at any biological scale and using \textit{any} kind of data, thereby taking advantage of the vast ocean of existing experimental data and expert knowledge in its fullest potential. It also addresses a need at the core of the biologist’s work [55]: given a hypothesis a biologist already has, HyQue does the difficult work of retrieving and semi-automatically evaluating what we already know (but may not know to be \textit{relevant}) in the context of a new idea. In the following chapters, I describe research I carried out to design and implement HyQue, and apply it to the task of evaluating outstanding biological hypotheses.
2 Chapter: Evaluating scientific hypotheses using the SPARQL Inferencing Notation (SPIN)

Abstract

Evaluating a hypothesis and its claims against experimental data is an essential scientific activity. However, this task is increasingly challenging given the ever-growing volume of publications and data sets. Towards addressing this challenge, we previously developed HyQue, a system for hypothesis formulation and evaluation. HyQue uses domain-specific rulesets to evaluate hypotheses based on well-understood scientific principles. However, because scientists may apply differing scientific premises when exploring a hypothesis, flexibility is required in both crafting and executing rulesets to evaluate hypotheses. Here, we report on an extension of HyQue that incorporates rules specified using the SPARQL Inferencing Notation (SPIN). Hypotheses, background knowledge, queries, results and now rulesets are represented and executed using Semantic Web technologies, enabling users to explicitly trace a hypothesis to its evaluation as Linked Data, including the data and rules used by HyQue. We demonstrate the use of HyQue to evaluate hypotheses concerning the yeast galactose gene system.

Contribution to thesis

In this chapter, I describe a major extension to the HyQue framework (first described in [56]) that satisfies Objective #1 of my thesis – designing and implementing a framework for hypothesis evaluation using Semantic Web standards and technologies. It also lays the groundwork for achieving Objective #2 by using the updated HyQue framework to evaluate biological hypotheses with well-documented experimental support, thereby acting as a proof of concept for the feasibility of a large-scale application of HyQue.
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2.1 Introduction

Developing and evaluating hypotheses in the context of experimental research results is an essential activity for the life scientist, but one which is increasingly difficult to carry out manually given the ever growing volume of publications and data sets [2]. Indeed, biologists perceive that the predominant challenge in research is to “locate, integrate and access” the vast amounts of biological data resulting from small- and large-scale experiments [3]. Life sciences resources for the Semantic Web, such as Bio2RDF [16] and the growing number of bio-ontologies offer the potential to develop systems that consume these resources and computationally reason over the knowledge they contain to infer new facts [50, 57, 58] and answer complex questions [31].

With the diversity of research claims that exist in such large resources, there is also the potential for statements to contradict one another. Formally exploring the outcomes of relying on different sets of research claims to assess a hypothesis is necessary to not only confer confidence in the hypothesis evaluation methodology (whether manual or automatic), but also to provide evidence for the likelihood of one interpretation of results compared to another. Previous research efforts that have aimed at formally evaluating scientific data in the context of hypotheses include HypGene [34, 35], HinCyc [37], GenePath [39] and Adam the Robot Scientist [48, 49]. Each of these projects use application-specific representations for data and the rules used to assess this data, making their extension to new domains, as well as their comparison and performance evaluation difficult.

Towards addressing the challenge of integrating experimental knowledge with biological hypotheses, we previously developed HyQue [59, 60]. HyQue uses Semantic
Web standard languages (RDF/OWL) to represent hypotheses and data, SPARQL queries to retrieve data, and domain-specific rule sets to evaluate hypotheses against this data. While HyQue uses rule sets based on well understood scientific principles [53, 61], finer grained evaluations would require the exclusion or inclusion of additional rules. Problematically, HyQue’s domain-specific evaluation rules were hard-coded, which made it implausible for users to construct custom rule sets for hypothesis evaluation.

In this paper, we describe an extension of HyQue that uses evaluation rules specified using the SPARQL Inferencing Notation (SPIN) in place of hardcoded rules. SPIN is a W3C member submission\(^1\) rule language whose scope and expressivity are defined by SPARQL. Thus, SPIN rules are SPARQL queries which can not only be used to assert new facts, but also used to infer OWL class membership for non-hierarchical class membership axioms\(^2\). Moreover, SPIN rules can be serialized into RDF, and hence can become part of a system that maintains provenance concerning calculations and inferences.

In this new version of HyQue, hypotheses, background knowledge, queries, results and now evaluation rule sets are represented and executed using Semantic Web technologies. Domain specific rules for evaluating experimental data in the context of a hypothesis are now maintained independently of the system rules that are used to calculate overall hypothesis evaluation scores. We demonstrate these features by evaluating hypotheses about the galactose gene system in yeast [61]. HyQue enables users to explicitly trace a hypothesis to its evaluation, including the data and rules used. In addition to making the hypothesis evaluation methodology transparent and


reproducible (essential qualities for good e-science), this allows scientists to discover experimental data that support a given hypothesis as well as explore new and potentially uncharacterized links between multiple research outcomes. A unique strength of HyQue is that its design is not dependent upon a specific biological domain, and the assumptions encoded in its hypothesis evaluation rules are changeable and maintained separately from the evaluation system. As our understanding of biological systems evolves and improves through research, the way HyQue evaluates hypotheses, as well as the facts and data it uses, can evolve as well.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Overview

HyQue evaluates hypotheses (and assigns an evaluation score) by executing SPIN rules over the pertinent knowledge extracted from a HyQue Knowledge Base (HKB). A hypothesis is formulated as a logical expression in which elements of the hypothesis correspond to biological entities of interest. HyQue maps the hypothesis, expressed using terminology from the HyQue ontology\(^3\), to the relevant SPIN rules, which execute SPARQL queries to retrieve data from the HKB. Finally, HyQue executes additional SPIN rules over the extracted data to obtain a quantitative measure of hypothesis support. Figure 3 provides a graphical overview of HyQue.

\(^3\) The HyQue ontology, linked data, and SPIN rules are available at the project website: http://hyque.semanticscience.org
Figure 3 HyQue uses SPIN rules to evaluate a hypothesis over RDF linked data and OWL ontologies. The dashed rectangle represents OWL ontologies. Rounded rectangles are RDF resources.

2.2.2 HyQue hypothesis model

A HyQue hypothesis may be composed of one or more propositions that specify events related to each other by AND/OR operators. Events must have an agent (an entity executing an action) and a target (the object of the action), and can optionally have a physical location, a physical operator (e.g. ‘binding’), a logical operator (e.g. ‘repression’ or ‘activation’) and a perturbation context (in the case of genes and proteins). HyQue maps these events to SPARQL queries through a SPIN rule, and subsequently executes them over the HyQue Knowledge Base. HyQue currently supports the following kinds of events [59, 60]:

1. protein-protein binding
2. protein-nucleic acid binding
3. molecular activation
4. molecular inhibition
5. gene induction
6. gene repression
7. transport
2.2.3 HyQue Knowledge Base (HKB)

A HyQue Knowledge Base (HKB) consists of RDF data, RDFS-based class hierarchies and/or OWL ontologies. For demonstration purposes, our HKB consists of an RDF version of the galactose (GAL) gene network in yeast [53], an extended version of the Bio2RDF compatible yOWL knowledge base [31, 56] and the following bio-ontologies (for the listed entities):

- **Gene Ontology (GO):** cellular components, events (e.g. ‘nucleus’, ‘positive regulation of gene expression’)
- **Evidence Codes Ontology (ECO):** the type of evidence supporting an event (e.g. 'electronic annotation', 'direct assay')
- **Sequence Ontology (SO):** event participants (e.g. 'gene')
- **Chemical Entities of Biological Interest (CHEBI) Ontology:** event participants (e.g. 'protein', 'galactose')

All Linked Data (encoded using RDF) and ontologies (encoded using OWL) that comprise the HKB are available at the project website.

2.2.4 The HyQue scoring system

HyQue uses rules to calculate a numerical score for a hypothesis based on the degree of support the hypothesis has from statements in the HKB. HyQue first attempts to identify statements about experimentally verified events in the HKB that have a high degree of matching to a hypothesized event, and then assesses these statements using domain specific rules to assign a score to the hypothesized event. If there is a statement about an experimentally reported GAL gene/protein interaction in the HKB that exactly matches a hypothesized event, then that event will be assigned a maximum score when it is
evaluated by HyQue. In contrast, if a hypothesized event describes an interaction between a protein A and a protein B but there is a statement in the HKB asserting that protein A does not interact with protein B, then the hypothesis will be assigned a low score based on the negation of the hypothesized event by experimental data. Different HyQue rules add or subtract different numerical values based on whether the relevant experimental data has properties that provide support for a hypothesized event. For instance, if an event is hypothesized to occur in a specific cellular compartment e.g. nucleus, but the HKB only contains a statement that such an event takes place in a different cellular component e.g. cytoplasm, then a rule could be formulated such that the hypothesis, while not directly supported by experimental evidence, will be penalized less than if the event had been asserted to not take place at all.

Based on such scoring rules, each event type has a maximum possible score. When a hypothesized event is evaluated by HyQue, it is assigned a normalized score calculated by the sum of the output of the relevant rule(s) divided by the maximum possible score. In this way, if an event has full experimental support, it will have an overall score of 1, while if only some properties of the hypothesized event are supported by statements in the HKB is will have a score between 0 and 1.

Overall proposition and hypothesis scores are calculated by additional rules based on the operators that relate events. If a proposition specifies ‘event A’ OR ‘event B’ OR ‘event C’ then the maximum event score will be assigned as the proposition score, while if the ‘AND’ operator was used, the mean event score will be assigned as the proposition score. Using the mean reflects the relative contribution of each event score while still
maintaining a normalized value between 0 and 1. Similar rules are used to calculate an overall hypothesis score based on proposition scores.

HyQue uses SPIN to execute rules that reflect this scoring system.

2.2.5 HyQue SPIN rules

HyQue uses two types of rules to evaluate hypotheses: domain specific rules that depend on the subject of the hypothesis (in this case, gene regulation) and system rules that define how to combine the output of domain specific rules in order to determine an overall hypothesis evaluation score. These rules are defined separately using SPIN and can be changed independently of each other.

HyQue system rules describe how to calculate event, proposition and overall hypothesis scores based on the structure and content of the hypothesis. For example, the following rule (modified with single quoted labels for illustrative purposes) generates four statements that assert the relationship between a HyQue hypothesis (any instance of the class hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000000) and its evaluation.

CONSTRUCT {
  ?this 'has attribute' ?hypothesisEval .
  ?hypothesisEval a 'evaluation'.
  ?hypothesisEval 'obtained from' ?propositionEval .
  ?hypothesisEval 'has value' ?hypothesisEvalScore .
} WHERE {
  ?this 'has component part' ?proposition .
  proposition 'has attribute' ?propositionEval .
  BIND(:calculateHypothesisScore(?this) AS ?hypothesisEvalScore) .
  BIND(IRI(fn:concat(afn:namespace(?this), afn:localname(?this),"_","evaluation")) AS ?hypothesisEval) .
}

This SPIN rule states that a HyQue hypothesis (hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000000) will be related to a new attribute of type ‘evaluation’ (hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000005) by the
‘has attribute’ (hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000008) object property. The numeric value of this evaluation is specified using the ‘has value’ (hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000013) datatype property. Since the evaluation of the hypothesis comes from evaluating the propositional parts, these are related with the ‘is obtained from’ (hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000007) object property. The SPARQL variable ‘?this’ has a special meaning for SPIN rules, and refers to any instance of the class the rule is linked to. SPIN rules are linked to classes in the HyQue ontology using the spin:rule predicate.

This hypothesis rule uses another rule, calculateHypothesisScore, to calculate the hypothesis score, and the output of executing this rule is bound to the variable ?hypothesisEvalScore. Note that the hypothesis rule is constrained to a HyQue hypothesis that ‘has component part’ (hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000010) some ‘proposition’ (hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000001) that ‘has attribute’ a proposition evaluation. In this way HyQue rules are chained together – when one rule is executed, all the rules it depends on are executed until no new statements are created. In this case, because a hypothesis evaluation score requires a proposition evaluation score, when the hypothesis evaluation rule is executed, the HyQue SPIN rule for calculating a proposition score is executed as well. Each proposition evaluation is asserted to be ‘obtained from’ the event evaluations corresponding to the event(s) specified by (hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000012) the proposition. Each event evaluation is also asserted to be ‘obtained from’ the scores determined for each event property (the agent, target, location etc.) and the statements in the HKB the scores are based on.
Domain specific rules for HyQue pertain to the domain of interest. An example of a domain specific rule is calculateActivateEventScore corresponding to the following SPARQL query:

```
SELECT ?activateEventScore
WHERE {
    BIND (calculateActivateAgentTypeScore(?arg1) AS ?agentTypeScore).
    BIND (calculateActivateTargetTypeScore(?arg1) AS ?targetTypeScore).
    BIND (calculateActivateLogicalOperatorScore(?arg1) AS ?logicalOperatorScore).
    BIND (penalizeNegation(?arg1) AS ?negationScore).
    BIND (3 AS ?maxScore).
    BIND (((?agentTypeScore + ?targetTypeScore) + ?logicalOperatorScore + ?negationScore) / ?maxScore) AS ?activateEventScore).
}
```

In this rule, a numeric score (?activateEventScore) is calculated from the sum of a set of outputs from other sub-rules divided by the maximum score possible (in this case, 3).

This rule uses a special variable ?arg1, which corresponds to any entities linked using the SPIN sp:arg1 predicate. This special variable is selected by specifying a spin:constraint on the rule, which states that any variable passed to the rule when it is called can be referred to within the rule to by ‘?arg1’. For example, if the rule were called by including calculateActivateEventScore(?data) in a SPARQL query WHERE statement, ?data will be the variable referenced by ?arg1 in the rule definition.

The sub-rule calculateActivateLogicalOperatorScore determines a score for the type of logical operator specified in a HyQue hypothesis based on domain specific knowledge about the GAL gene network. This rule corresponds to the following SPARQL query:
SELECT ?score
WHERE {
  ?arg1 'has logical operator' ?logical_operator .
  BIND (IF((?logical_operator = 'positive regulation of molecular function'), 1, -1) AS ?score) .
}

Thus, if the logical operator specified in a hypothesis event is of type ‘positive regulation of molecular function’ (GO:0044093) the rule will return 1, and otherwise the rule will return -1. The calculateActivateEventScore rule is composed of several sub-rules of this format. HyQue uses similar rules for each of the seven event types listed in section 2.2.2 to evaluate hypotheses.

SPIN rules were composed using the free edition of TopBraid Composer 3.5. HyQue executes SPIN rules using the open source SPIN API 1.2.0 and Jena 2.6.4.

2.2.6 Executing HyQue SPIN rules over the HKB

To execute the HyQue SPIN rules over an input hypothesis using data from the HKB, a Java program was written with the open source SPIN API (version 1.2.0) and the Jena API (version 2.6.4). Users can submit a hypothesis to the program via a servlet available at http://hyque.semanticscience.org. The servlet returns the RDF-based hypothesis evaluation.

2.3 Results

HyQue currently uses a total of 63 SPIN rules to evaluate hypotheses. 18 of these are system rules, and the remaining 45 are domain specific rules that calculate evaluation scores based on well understood principles of the GAL gene network in yeast as described in section 2.2.5. These rules have been used to evaluate 5 representative hypotheses about the GAL domain, one of which is presented in detail in section 2.3.1.

2.3.1 Evaluating a hypothesis about GAL gene induction and protein inhibition
The following is a natural language description of a hypothesis about the GAL gene network that has been evaluated by HyQue. Individual events are indicated by the letter ‘e’, followed by a number to uniquely identify them. Events are related by the AND operator in this hypothesis, while the two sets of events (typed as propositions in the HyQue hypothesis ontology) are related by the OR operator.

\[(\text{Gal}4\text{p induces the expression of } \text{GAL}1 \quad e1)\]
\[\text{AND}\quad (\text{Gal}3\text{p induces the expression of } \text{GAL}2 \quad e2)\]
\[\text{AND}\quad (\text{Gal}4\text{p induces the expression of } \text{GAL}7) \quad e3\]

\[\text{OR}\]

\[(\text{Gal}4\text{p induces the expression of } \text{GAL}7 \quad e4)\]
\[\text{AND}\quad (\text{Gal}8\text{op induces the expression of } \text{GAL}7 \quad e5)\]
\[\text{AND}\quad (\text{Gal}8\text{op does not inhibit the activity of Gal}4\text{p when GAL}3\text{ is over-expressed}) \quad e6\]

Two domain specific SPIN rules were executed to evaluate this hypothesis:

- \text{calculateInduceEventScore} \quad \text{for } e1-e5 \quad \text{and} \quad \text{calculateInhibitEventScore} \quad \text{for} \quad e6, \text{in conjunction with system rules to calculate overall proposition and hypothesis scores based on the event scores.}

By identifying and evaluating statements in the HKB that experimentally support \( e1 \), the \text{calculateInduceEventScore} \quad \text{rule assigns } e1 \quad \text{a score of 4 out of a maximum score of 5 (see Table 1). This corresponds to a normalized score of 0.8. Similarly, events 2-5 also receive a score of 0.8. The } \text{calculateInhibitEventScore} \quad \text{rule assigns event 6 a score of 1 based on comparable scoring rules. Therefore, the proposition specifying } e4, e5 \quad \text{and} \]
\( e6 \) receives a higher score (0.87 – the mean of the individual event scores) than the proposition specifying \( e1, e2 \) and \( e3 \) (with a mean score of 0.8). Because the two propositions were related by the OR operator, the hypothesis is assigned an overall score that is the maximum of the two proposition scores, in this case, a value of 0.87.

Table 1 SPIN rules executed to evaluate a hypothetical GAL gene induction event, their outcomes, and contribution to an overall hypothesis score assigned by HyQue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPIN Rule</th>
<th>Rule output</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>penalizeNegation</td>
<td>Event is not negated</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculateInduceAgentTypeScore</td>
<td>Actor is a ‘protein’ (CHEBI:36080)</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculateInduceTargetTypeScore</td>
<td>Target is a ‘gene’ (SO:0000236)</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculateInduceLogicalOperatorScore</td>
<td>Logical operator is ‘induce’ (GO:0010628)</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculateInduceAgentFunctionScore</td>
<td>Actor does not have ‘transcription factor activity’ (GO:0003700)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculateInduceLocationScore</td>
<td>Location is ‘nucleus’ (GO:0005634)</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The complete HyQue evaluations of this hypothesis as well as that of four additional hypotheses are available as RDF at the project website.

2.3.2 Changing a domain specific rule affects hypothesis evaluation

The calculateInhibitEventScore used to evaluate event 6 in section 2.3.1 in its current form does not take into account the physical location of the event participants. In other words, the score does not depend on data describing where the event participants are known (or not) to be located in the cell. However, some experimental evidence suggests that physical location in the context of an inhibition event plays an important role. Specifically, the inhibition of Gal4p activity by Gal80p is known to take place in the nucleus, yet this inhibition is interrupted when Gal80p is bound by Gal3p, which is typically found in the cytoplasm [62].
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The effect of changing the calculateInhibitEventScore rule to require that all event participants be located in the nucleus to achieve a maximum score (a reasonable assumption given published findings [63]) on the hypothesis in section 2.3.1 would be that the score for e6 is reduced. This is because adding an additional sub-rule (let us call it calculateInhibitEventParticipantLocationScore) would increase the maximum score, while experimental data in the HKB is not available to satisfy the conditions of this new sub-rule – there is not experimental data available about the location of the Gal4p or Gal80p proteins in the cell. More specifically, let us say that the maximum score possible for calculateInhibitEventScore with the new sub-rule is now 4, and that event 6 is therefore assigned a score of 0.75 (3/4) based on the output of this rule. This changes the overall hypothesis score in that the first proposition (specifying events 1-3) now has a higher mean score (0.8, versus 0.78 for the second proposition as calculated using the new rule), and thus this is assigned as the overall hypothesis score.

This example demonstrates how using a different domain specific rule affects an overall hypothesis evaluation, and how the effect can be traced to both the rule(s) used and the data the rules are executed over.

2.4 Discussion

Using SPIN rules to evaluate HyQue hypotheses has several advantages. While HyQue “version 1.0” used SPARQL queries to obtain relevant statements from the HKB, the scoring rules used to evaluate those statements were hard-coded in system code. HyQue’s SPIN evaluation rules can be represented as RDF, which allows the potential for users to query for HyQue rules that meet specific conditions, as well as potentially link to and aggregate those rules. In addition, users can create their own SPIN rules to meet specific
evaluation criteria and augment existing HyQue rules to include them. In this way, different scientists may use the same data to evaluate the same hypotheses and arrive at unique evaluations depending on the domain principles encoded by the SPIN rules they use, as demonstrated in section 2.3.2. Encoding evaluation criteria as SPIN rules also ensures that the source of an evaluation can be explicitly stated, both in terms of the rules executed and the data the rules were executed over. This is crucial for formalizing the outcomes of scientific reasoning such that research conclusions can be confidently stated.

Separating HyQue system rules from the GAL domain specific rules highlights the two aspects of the HyQue scoring system. Specifically, HyQue currently encodes certain assumptions about how events in hypotheses may be related to one another, and how these relations are used to determine an overall hypothesis score, as well as domain specific assumptions about how to evaluate data in the context of knowledge about the GAL gene network. However, because assumptions about hypothesis structure are encapsulated by HyQue system rules, they may be changed or augmented without affecting the GAL domain specific rules, and *vice versa*. HyQue system rules can be extended over time to facilitate the evaluation of hypotheses that have fundamentally different structures than those currently presented as demonstrations. We envision a future iteration of HyQue where users can submit unique system and domain specific rules to use for evaluating hypotheses and in this way further research in their field by exploring novel interpretations of experimental data and hypotheses. Similarly, it may be possible in future for HyQue users to select from multiple sets of evaluation rules and to compare the hypothesis evaluations that result.
Crafting SPIN rules requires knowledge of SPARQL, which, while being used in a number of life-science related projects [14, 16, 57, 64, 65], may present a barrier to some users. Similarly, representing hypotheses as RDF to submit to HyQue is not a trivial activity. To address the latter, we have developed an online form based system for specifying hypothesis details and converting them to RDF, available at the project website.

The Rule Interchange Format (RIF)⁴ is the W3C standard for representing and exchanging rules between rule systems. SPIN, a W3C member submission, has been identified as an effort complementary to RIF[66] and because there is some discussion of RIF and RDF compatibility⁵, SPIN and RIF may become compatible if the RIF working group remains active⁶. HyQue provides a relevant use case and motivation for enabling such compatibility. Given that SPIN rules may be represented as RDF and executed over any RDF store using SPARQL (both W3C standards), however, and that the motivation of SPIN is specifically to execute SPARQL as rules, in the context of HyQue compatibility with RIF is not of immediate concern.

2.5 Conclusions

We present an extended version of HyQue that uses SPIN rules to evaluate hypotheses encoded as RDF, and makes the evaluation, including the data it is based upon, also available as RDF. In this way, users are able to explicitly trace a path from hypothesis to evaluation and the supporting experimental data, and vice versa. We have demonstrated how HyQue evaluates a specific hypothesis about the GAL gene network in yeast with an

---

⁶ [http://www.w3.org/Submission/2011/02/Comment/](http://www.w3.org/Submission/2011/02/Comment/)
explanation of the scoring rules used and their outcomes. Evaluations of additional hypotheses, as well as HKB data and HyQue SPIN rules are available at http://hyque.semanticscience.org.
3 Chapter: Bio2RDF Release 2 - Improved coverage, interoperability and provenance of Life Science Linked Data

Abstract

Bio2RDF currently provides the largest network of Linked Data for the Life Sciences. Here, we describe a significant update to increase the overall quality of RDFized datasets generated from open scripts powered by an API to generate registry-validated IRIs, dataset provenance and metrics, SPARQL endpoints, downloadable RDF and database files. We demonstrate federated SPARQL queries within and across the Bio2RDF network, including semantic integration using the Semanticscience Integrated Ontology (SIO). This work forms a strong foundation for increased coverage and continuous integration of data in the life sciences.

Contribution to thesis

A core requirement for HyQue is having access to large amounts of structured biological data for hypothesis evaluation, and thus the work described in this Chapter of improving the Bio2RDF approach to generating biological linked data and extending the Bio2RDF network with new datasets was a key aspect of my doctoral research. Specifically, the linked data made available via Bio2RDF Release 2 (>3 billion statements as of March 2014) for querying was essential for successfully applying HyQue as described in Chapters 2 and 5, towards achieving Objective #2. Secondly, in Chapter 5 I describe the addition of three new datasets to the Bio2RDF linked data network for the purpose of applying HyQue to the domain of aging in C. elegans, and this Chapter describes the methodology used for generating and publishing Bio2RDF linked data in detail.
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3.1 Introduction

With the advent of the World Wide Web, journals have increasingly augmented their peer-reviewed journal publications with downloadable experimental data. While the increase in data availability should be cause for celebration, the potential for biomedical discovery across all of these data is hampered by access restrictions, incompatible formats, lack of semantic annotation and poor connectivity between datasets [3]. Although organizations such as the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) have made great strides to extract, capture and integrate data, the lack of formal, machine-understandable semantics results in ambiguity in the data and the relationships between them. With over 1500 biological databases, it becomes necessary to implement a more sophisticated scheme to unify the representation of diverse biomedical data so that it becomes easier to integrate and explore [67]. Importantly, there is a fundamental need to capture the provenance of these data in a manner that will support experimental design and reproducibility in scientific research. Providing data also presents real practical challenges, including ensuring persistence, availability, scalability, and providing the right tools to facilitate data exploration including query formulation.

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) provides an excellent foundation to build a unified network of linked data on the emerging Semantic Web. While an increasing number of approaches are being proposed to describe and integrate specific biological data [68-70], it is the lack of coordinated identification, vocabulary overlap and alternative formalizations that challenges the promise of large-scale integration [71]. Formalization of data into ontologies using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) have
yielded interesting results for integration, classification, consistency checking and more
effective query answering with automated reasoning [62, 72-75]. However, these efforts
build the ontology in support of the task and there is little guarantee that the formalization
will accommodate future data or support new applications. Alternatively, integration of
data may be best facilitated by independent publication of datasets and their descriptions
and subsequent coordination into integrative ontologies or community standards. This
approach provides maximum flexibility for publishing original datasets with publisher
provided descriptors in that they are not constrained by limited standards, but provides a
clear avenue for future integration into a number of alternative standards.

Bio2RDF is a well-recognized open-source project that provides linked data for
the life sciences using Semantic Web technologies. Bio2RDF scripts convert
heterogeneously formatted data (e.g. flat-files, tab-delimited files, dataset specific
formats, SQL, XML etc.) into a common format – RDF. Bio2RDF follows a set of basic
conventions to generate and provide Linked Data which are guided by Tim Berners-Lee’s
design principles\(^7\), the Banff Manifesto\(^8\) and the collective experience of the Bio2RDF
community. Entities, their attributes and relationships are named using a simple
convention to produce Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs) while statements are
articulated using the lightweight semantics of RDF Schema (RDFS) and Dublin Core.
Bio2RDF IRIs are resolved through the Bio2RDF Web Application, a servlet that
answers Bio2RDF HTTP requests by formulating SPARQL queries against the
appropriate SPARQL endpoints.

\(^7\) http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Principles.html
\(^8\) https://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/bio2rdf/index.php?title=Banff_Manifesto
Although several efforts for provisioning linked life data exist such as Neurocommons [76], LinkedLifeData [77], W3C HCLS\(^9\), Chem2Bio2RDF [78] and BioLOD, Bio2RDF stands out for several reasons: i) Bio2RDF is open source and freely available to use, modify or redistribute, ii) it acts on a set of basic guidelines to produce syntactically interoperable linked data across all datasets, iii) does not attempt to marshal data into a single global schema, iv) provides a federated network of SPARQL endpoints and v) provisions the community with an expandable global network of mirrors that host RDF datasets. Thus, Bio2RDF uniquely offers a community-focused resource for creating and enhancing the quality of biomedical data on the Semantic Web.

Here, we report on a second coordinated release of Bio2RDF, Release 2 (R2), which yields substantial increases in syntactic and semantic interoperability across refactored Bio2RDF datasets. We address the problem of IRI inconsistency arising from independently generated scripts through an API over a dataset registry to generate validated IRIs. We further generate provenance and statistics for each dataset, and provide public SPARQL endpoints, downloadable database files and RDF files. We demonstrate federated SPARQL queries within and across the Bio2RDF network, including queries that make use of the Semanticscience Integrated Ontology (SIO)\(^10\), which provides a simple model with a rich set of relations to coordinate ontologies, data and services.

3.2 Methods

\(^9\) http://www.w3.org/blog/hcls/
\(^10\) http://code.google.com/p/semanticscience/wiki/SIO
In the following section we will discuss the procedures and improvements used to generate Bio2RDF R2 compliant Linked Open Data including entity naming, dataset provenance and statistics, ontology mapping, query and exploration.

3.2.1 Entity naming

For data with a source assigned identifier, entities are named as follows:

http://bio2rdf.org/namespace:identifier

where ‘namespace’ is the preferred short name of a biological dataset as found in our dataset registry and the ‘identifier’ is the unique string used by the source provider to identify any given record. For example, the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee identifies the human prostaglandin E synthase gene (PIG12) with the accession number “9599”. This dataset is assigned the namespace “hgnc” in our dataset registry, thus, the corresponding Bio2RDF IRI is

http://bio2rdf.org/hgnc:9599

For data lacking a source assigned identifier, entities are named as follows:

http://bio2rdf.org/namespace_resource:identifier

where ‘namespace’ is the preferred short name of a biological dataset as found in our dataset registry and ‘identifier’ is uniquely created and assigned by the Bio2RDF script. This pattern is often used to identify objects that arise from the conversion of n-ary relations into an object with a set of binary relations. For example, the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) describes associations between diseases and drugs, but does not specify identifiers for these associations, and hence we assign a new stable identifier for each, such as

http://bio2rdf.org/ctd_resource:C112297D029597
for the chemical-disease association between 10,10-bis(4-pyridinylmethyl)-9(10H)-anthracenone (mesh:C112297) and the Romano-Ward Syndrome (mesh:D029597).

Finally, dataset-specific types and relations are named as follows:

http://bio2rdf.org/namespace_vocabulary:identifier

where ‘namespace’ is the preferred short name of a biological dataset as found in our dataset registry and ‘identifier’ is uniquely created and/or assigned by the Bio2RDF script. For example, the NCBI’s HomoloGene resource provides groups of homologous eukaryotic genes and includes references to the taxa from which the genes were isolated. Hence, the Homologene group is identified as a class


while the taxonomic relation is specified with

http://bio2rdf.org/homologene_vocabulary:has_taxid

3.2.2 Open source scripts

In 2012, we consolidated the set Bio2RDF open source\(^{11}\) scripts into a single GitHub repository (bio2rdf-scripts\(^{12}\)). GitHub facilitates collaborative development through project forking, pull requests, code commenting, and merging. Thirty PHP scripts, one Java program and a Ruby gem are now available for any use (including commercial), modification and redistribution by anyone wishing to generate Bio2RDF data, or to improve the quality of RDF conversions currently used in Bio2RDF.

3.2.3 Programmatically accessible resource registry

---

\(^{11}\) http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT
\(^{12}\) https://github.com/bio2rdf/bio2rdf-scripts
In order to ensure consistency in IRI assignment by different scripts, we established a common resource registry that each script must make use of. The resource registry specifies a unique namespace for each of the datasets (a.k.a. namespace; e.g. ‘pdb’ for the Protein Data Bank), along with synonyms (e.g. ncbigene, entrez gene, entrezgene/locuslink for the NCBI’s Gene database), as well as primary and secondary IRIs used within the datasets (e.g. http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/, http://purl.org/obo/owl/, http://purl.obofoundry.org/namespace, etc.) when applicable. The use of the registry in this way ensures a high level of syntactic interoperability between the generated linked data sets.

3.2.4 Provenance

Bio2RDF scripts now generate provenance using the Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID), the Provenance vocabulary (PROV) and Dublin Core vocabulary. As illustrated in Figure 4, each item in a dataset is linked using void:inDataset to a provenance object (typed as void:Dataset). The provenance object represents a Bio2RDF dataset, in that it is a version of the source data whose attributes include a label, the creation date, the creator (script URL), the publisher (Bio2RDF.org), the Bio2RDF license and rights, the download location for the dataset and the SPARQL endpoint in which the resource can be found. Importantly, we use the W3C PROV relation ‘wasDerivedFrom’ to link this Bio2RDF dataset to the source dataset, along with its licensing and source location.
3.2.5 Dataset metrics

A set of nine dataset metrics are computed for each dataset that summarize their contents:

- total number of triples
- number of unique subjects
- number of unique predicates
- number of unique objects
- number of unique types
- number of unique objects linked from each predicate
- number of unique literals linked from each predicate
- number of unique subjects and objects linked by each predicate
- unique subject type-predicate-object type links and their frequencies

These metrics are serialized as RDF using our own vocabulary using the namespace
http://bio2rdf.org/dataset_vocabulary, and subsequently loaded into a named graph at each dataset SPARQL endpoint with the following pattern:

http://bio2rdf.org/bio2rdf-namespace-statistics

where namespace is the preferred short name for the Bio2RDF dataset. While the values for metrics 1-4 are provided via suitably named datatype properties, metrics 5-9 require a more complex, typed object. For instance, a SPARQL query to retrieve all type-predicate-type links and their frequencies from the CTD endpoint is:

PREFIX statistics: <http://bio2rdf.org/dataset_vocabulary:>
SELECT *
FROM <http://bio2rdf.org/bio2rdf-ctd-statistics>
WHERE {
  ?endpoint a statistics:Endpoint.
  ?endpoint statistics:has_type_relation_type_count ?c.
  ?c statistics:has_subject_type ?subjectType.
  ?c statistics:has_subject_count ?subjectCount.
  ?c statistics:has_predicate ?predicate.
  ?c statistics:has_object_type ?objectType.
  ?c statistics:has_object_count ?objectCount.
}

Furthermore, to support context-sensitive SPARQL query formulation using SparQLed [79], we generated the data graph summaries using the Dataset Analytics Vocabulary\(^\text{13}\). These are stored in each endpoint in the graph named http://sindice.com/analytics.

### 3.2.6 Bio2RDF to SIO ontology mapping

Since each Bio2RDF dataset is expressed in terms of a dataset-specific vocabulary for its types and relations, it becomes rather challenging to compose federated queries across both linked datasets as well as datasets that overlap in their content. To facilitate dataset-independent querying, Bio2RDF dataset-specific vocabulary were mapped to the

\(^{13}\) http://vocab.sindice.net/analytics#
Semanticscience Integrated Ontology (SIO), which is also being used to map vocabularies used to describe SADI-based semantic web services. Dataset specific types and relations were extracted using SPARQL queries and manually mapped to corresponding SIO classes, object properties and datatype properties using the appropriate subclass relation (i.e. rdfs:subClassOf, owl:SubObjectPropertyOf). Bio2RDF dataset vocabularies and their SIO-mappings are stored in separate OWL ontologies on the bio2rdf-mapping GitHub repository14.

3.2.7 SPARQL endpoints

Each dataset was loaded into a separate instance of OpenLink Virtuoso Community Edition version 6.1.6 with the faceted browser, SPARQL 1.1 query federation and Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) enabled.

3.2.8 Bio2RDF web application

Bio2RDF Linked Data IRIs are made resolvable through the Bio2RDF Web Application, a servlet based application that uses the QueryAll Linked Data library [80] to dynamically answer requests for Bio2RDF IRIs by aggregating the results of SPARQL queries to Bio2RDF SPARQL endpoints that are automatically selected based on the structure of the query IRI. The Web Application can be configured to resolve queries using multiple SPARQL endpoints, each of which may handle different namespaces and identifier patterns. Such configurations are stored as RDF, and specified using Web Application profiles. Profiles are designed to allow different hosts to reuse the same configuration documents in slightly different ways. For example, the Bio2RDF Web Application R2 profile has been configured to resolve queries that include the new

14 https://github.com/bio2rdf/bio2rdf-mapping
‘_resource’ and ‘_vocabulary’ namespaces (section 3.2.1), as well existing query types used by the base Bio2RDF profile, and to resolve these queries using the R2 SPARQL endpoints.

The Bio2RDF Web Application accepts RDF requests in the Accept Request and does not use URL suffixes for Content Negotiation, as most Linked Data providers do, as that would make it difficult to reliably distinguish identifiers across all of the namespaces that are resolved by Bio2RDF. Specifically, there is no guarantee that a namespace will not contain identifiers ending in the same suffix as a file format. For example, if a namespace had the identifier “plants.html”, the Bio2RDF Web Application would not be able to resolve the URI consistently to non-HTML formats using Content Negotiation. For this reason, the Bio2RDF Web Application directive to resolve HTML is a prefixed path, which is easy for any scriptable User Agent to generate. In the example above the identifier could be resolved to an RDF/XML document using “/rdfxml/namespace:plants.html”, without any ambiguity as to the meaning of the request, as the file format is stripped from the prefix by the web application, based on the web application configuration.

3.2.9 Resolving Bio2RDF IRIs using multiple SPARQL endpoints

The Bio2RDF Web Application is designed to be used as an interface to a range of different Linked Data providers. It includes declarative rules that are used to map queries between the Bio2RDF IRI format and the identifiers used by each Linked Data provider. For example, the Bio2RDF R2 Web Application has been configured to resolve queries of the form

http://bio2rdf.org/uniprot:P05067
using UniProt’s new SPARQL endpoint, currently available at
http://beta.sparql.uniprot.org/sparql. In this way, as it becomes increasingly
commonplace for data providers to publish their data at their own SPARQL endpoints,
Bio2RDF will be able to leverage these resources and incorporate them into the Bio2RDF
network, while still supporting queries that follow Bio2RDF IRI conventions.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Bio2RDF Release 2

Nineteen datasets, including 5 new datasets, were generated as part of R2 (Table 2). R2
also includes 3 datasets that are themselves aggregates of datasets which are now
available as one resource. For instance, iRefIndex consists of 13 datasets (BIND,
BioGRID, CORUM, DIP, HPRD, InnateDB, IntAct, MatrixDB, MINT, MPact, MPIDB,
MPPI and OPHID) while NCBO’s BioPortal collection currently consists of 100 OBO
ontologies including ChEBI, Protein Ontology and the Gene Ontology. We also have 10
additional updated scripts that are currently generating updated datasets and SPARQL
endpoints to be available with the next release: ChemBL, DBPedia, GenBank,
PathwayCommons, the RCSB Protein Databank, PubChem, PubMed, RefSeq, UniProt
(including UniRef and UniParc) and UniSTS.

Dataset SPARQL endpoints are available at http://[namespace].bio2rdf.org. For
example, the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) SPARQL endpoint is available at
http://sgd.bio2rdf.org. All updated Bio2RDF Linked Data and their corresponding
Virtuoso DB files are available for download at http://download.bio2rdf.org.
Table 2 Bio2RDF Release 2 datasets with select dataset metrics. The asterisks indicate datasets that are new to Bio2RDF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Namespace</th>
<th># of triples</th>
<th># of unique subjects</th>
<th># of unique predicates</th>
<th># of unique objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affymetrix</td>
<td>affymetrix</td>
<td>44469611</td>
<td>1370219</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>13097194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomodels*</td>
<td>biomodels</td>
<td>589753</td>
<td>87671</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>209005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Toxicogenomics Database</td>
<td>ctd</td>
<td>141845167</td>
<td>12840989</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13347992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DrugBank</td>
<td>drugbank</td>
<td>1121468</td>
<td>172084</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>526976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCBI Gene</td>
<td>ncbigene</td>
<td>394026267</td>
<td>12543449</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>121538103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene Ontology Annotations</td>
<td>goa</td>
<td>80028873</td>
<td>4710165</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>19924391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee</td>
<td>hgnce</td>
<td>836060</td>
<td>37320</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>519628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homologene</td>
<td>homologene</td>
<td>1281881</td>
<td>43605</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1011783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterPro*</td>
<td>interpro</td>
<td>999031</td>
<td>23794</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>211346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iProClass</td>
<td>iproclass</td>
<td>211365460</td>
<td>11680053</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>97484111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iRefIndex</td>
<td>irefindex</td>
<td>31042135</td>
<td>1933717</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4276466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Subject Headings</td>
<td>mesh</td>
<td>4172230</td>
<td>232573</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1405919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Center for Biomedical Ontology*</td>
<td>ncbotaxon</td>
<td>15384622</td>
<td>4425342</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>7668644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Drug Code Directory*</td>
<td>ndc</td>
<td>17814216</td>
<td>301654</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>650650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man</td>
<td>omim</td>
<td>1848729</td>
<td>205821</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1305149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacogenomics Knowledge Base</td>
<td>pharmgkb</td>
<td>37949275</td>
<td>5157921</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>10852303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABIO-RK*</td>
<td>sabiork</td>
<td>2618288</td>
<td>393157</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>797554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccharomyces Genome Database</td>
<td>sgd</td>
<td>5551009</td>
<td>725694</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1175694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCBI Taxonomy</td>
<td>taxon</td>
<td>17814216</td>
<td>965020</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2467675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>19</strong></td>
<td><strong>1010758291</strong></td>
<td><strong>57850248</strong></td>
<td><strong>298470583</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.2 Metrics informed querying

Dataset metrics (section 3.2.5) provide an overview of the contents of a dataset and can be used to guide the development of SPARQL queries. Table 3 shows values for the type-relation-type metric in the DrugBank dataset. In the first row we note that 11,512 unique pharmaceuticals are paired with 56 different units using the ‘form’ predicate, indicating the enormous number of possible formulations. Further in the list, we see that 1,074 unique drugs are involved in 10,891 drug-drug interactions, most of these arising from FDA drug product labels.

Table 3 Selected DrugBank dataset metrics describing the frequencies of type-relation-type occurrences. The namespace for subject types, predicates, and object types is http://bio2rdf.org/drugbank_vocabulary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Type</th>
<th>Subject Count</th>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Object Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceutical</td>
<td>11512</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug-Transporter-Interaction</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug-Transporter-Interaction</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>transporter</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>1266</td>
<td>Dosage</td>
<td>Dosage</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patent</td>
<td>1255</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>1127</td>
<td>product</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical</td>
<td>11512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>1074</td>
<td>ddi-interactor-in</td>
<td>Drug-Drug-Interaction</td>
<td>10891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>Patent</td>
<td>Patent</td>
<td>1255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>mixture</td>
<td>Mixture</td>
<td>3317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>Route</td>
<td>Route</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug-Target-Interaction</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The type-relation-type metric gives the necessary information to understand how object types are related to one another in the RDF graph. It can also inform the construction of an immediately useful SPARQL query, without losing time generating ‘exploratory’
queries to become familiar with the dataset model. For instance, the above table suggests that in order to retrieve the targets that are involved in drug-target interactions, one should specify the ‘target’ predicate, to link to a target from its drug-target interaction(s):

```
PREFIX drugbank_vocabulary: <http://bio2rdf.org/drugbank_vocabulary:>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
SELECT ?dti ?target ?targetName
WHERE {
  ?target rdfs:label ?targetName.
}
```

Some of the results of this query are listed in Table 4.

**Table 4. Partial results from a query to obtain drug-target interactions from the Bio2RDF DrugBank SPARQL endpoint.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug Target Interaction IRI</th>
<th>Target IRI</th>
<th>Target label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>drugbank_resource: DB00002_1102</td>
<td>drugbank_target:1102</td>
<td>&quot;Low affinity immunoglobulin gamma Fc region receptor III-B [drugbank_target:1102]&quot;@en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drugbank_resource: DB00002_3814</td>
<td>drugbank_target:3814</td>
<td>&quot;Complement C1r subcomponent [drugbank_target:3814]&quot;@en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drugbank_resource: DB00002_3815</td>
<td>drugbank_target:3815</td>
<td>&quot;Complement C1q subcomponent subunit A [drugbank_target:3815]&quot;@en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drugbank_resource: DB00002_3820</td>
<td>drugbank_target:3820</td>
<td>&quot;Low affinity immunoglobulin gamma Fc region receptor II-b [drugbank_target:3820]&quot;@en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drugbank_resource: DB00002_3821</td>
<td>drugbank_target:3821</td>
<td>&quot;Low affinity immunoglobulin gamma Fc region receptor II-c [drugbank_target:3821]&quot;@en</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dataset metrics can also facilitate federated queries over multiple Bio2RDF endpoints in a similar manner. For example, the following query retrieves all biochemical reactions
from the Bio2RDF BioModels endpoint that are kinds of “protein catabolic process”, as
defined by the Gene Ontology in the NCBO BioPortal endpoint:

```sparql
PREFIX biopax_vocab: <http://bio2rdf.org/biopax_vocabulary:>
SELECT ?go ?label count(distinct ?x)
WHERE {
    ?go rdfs:subClassOf ?goparent OPTION (TRANSITIVE) .
    FILTER strstarts(str(?parentlabel), "protein catabolic process")
    SERVICE <http://biomodels.bio2rdf.org/sparql> {
    }
}
```

### 3.3.3 Bio2RDF dataset vocabulary-SIO mapping

The mappings between Bio2RDF dataset vocabularies and SIO make it possible to
formulate queries that can be applied across all Bio2RDF SPARQL endpoints, and can be
used to integrate data from multiple sources, as opposed to a priori formulation of dataset
specific queries against targeted endpoints. For instance, we can ask for chemicals that
effect the ‘Diabetes II mellitus’ pathway and that are available in tablet form using the
Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) and the National Drug Codes (NDC)
Bio2RDF datasets, and the mappings of their vocabularies to SIO:

```sparql
define input:inference "http://bio2rdf.org/sio_mappings"
PREFIX sio: <http://semanticscience.org/resource/>
PREFIX ctd_vocab: <http://bio2rdf.org/ctd_vocabulary:>
PREFIX ndc_vocab: <http://bio2rdf.org/ndc_vocabulary:>
SELECT ?chemical ?chemicalLabel
WHERE {
    #SIO_01126: 'chemical substance'
    ?chemical a sio:SIO_011126.
}
```
# affects Diabetes mellitus pathway
# dosage form: tablet, extended release
?chemical ndc_vocab:dosage-form
  <http://bio2rdf.org/ndc_vocabulary:00426c812b33febc3f9cd1fee8cc83ce> .
}

This query is possible because the classes ‘ctd_vocab:Chemical’ and ‘ndc_vocab:human-prescription-drug’ have been mapped as subclasses of the SIO class ‘chemical substance’15.

3.4 Discussion

Bio2RDF Release 2 marks several important milestones for the open source Bio2RDF project. First, the consolidation of scripts into a single GitHub repository will make it easier for the community to report problems, contribute code fixes, or contribute new scripts to add more data into the Bio2RDF network of linked data for the life sciences. Already, we are working with members of the W3C Linking Open Drug Data (LODD) to add their code to this GitHub repository, identify and select an open source license, and improve the linking of Bio2RDF data. With new RDF generation guidelines and example queries that demonstrate use of dataset metrics and provenance, we believe that Bio2RDF has the potential to become a central meeting point for developing the biomedical semantic web. Indeed, we welcome those that think Bio2RDF could be useful to their projects to contact us on the mailing list and participate in improving this community resource.

A major aspect of what makes Bio2RDF successful from a Linked Data perspective is the use of a central registry of datasets in order to normalize generated...
IRIs. Although we previously created a large aggregated namespace directory, the lack of extensive curation meant that the directory contained significant overlap and omissions. Importantly, no script specifically made use of this registry, and thus adherence to the namespaces was strictly in the hands of developers at the time of writing the code. In consolidating the scripts, we found significant divergence in the use of a preferred namespace for generating Bio2RDF IRIs, either because of the overlap in directory content, or in the community adopting another preferred prefix. With the addition of an API to automatically generate the preferred Bio2RDF IRI from any number of dataset prefixes (community-preferred synonyms can be recorded), all Bio2RDF IRIs can be validated such that unknown dataset prefixes must be defined in the registry. Importantly, our registry has been shared with maintainers of identifiers.org in order for their contents to be incorporated into the MIRIAM registry [81] which powers that URL resolving service. Once we have merged our resource listings, we expect to make direct use of the MIRIAM registry to list new entries, and to have identifiers.org list Bio2RDF as a resolver for most of its entries. Moreover, since the MIRIAM registry describes regular expressions that specify the identifier pattern, Bio2RDF scripts will be able to check whether an identifier is valid for a given namespace, thereby improving the quality of data produced by Bio2RDF scripts.

The dataset metrics that we now compute for each Bio2RDF dataset have significant value for users and providers. First, users can get fast and easy access to basic dataset metrics (number of triples, etc.) as well as more sophisticated summaries such as which types are in the dataset and how are they connected to one another. This data graph summary is the basis for SparQLed, an open source tool to assist in query composition.
through context-sensitive autocomplete functionality. Use of these summaries also reduces the server load for data provider servers, which in turns frees up resources to more quickly respond to interesting domain-specific queries. Second, we anticipate that these metrics may be useful in monitoring dataset flux. Bio2RDF now plans to provide bi-annual release of data, and as such, we will develop infrastructure to monitor change in order to understand which datasets are evolving, and how are they changing. Thus, users will be better able to focus in on content changes and providers will be able to make informed decisions about the hardware and software resources required to provision the data to Bio2RDF users.

Our demonstration of using SIO to map Bio2RDF dataset vocabularies helps facilitate the composition of queries for the basic kinds of data or their relationships. Since SIO contains unified and rich axiomatic descriptions of its classes and properties, in the future we intend to explore how these can be automatically reasoned about to improve query answering with newly entailed facts as well as to check the consistency of Bio2RDF linked data itself.
4 Chapter: Ovopub - Modular data publication with minimal provenance

Abstract

With the growth of the Semantic Web as a medium for creating, consuming, mashing up and republishing data, our ability to trace any statement(s) back to their origin is becoming ever more important. Several approaches have now been proposed to associate statements with provenance, with multiple applications in data publication, attribution and argumentation. Here, we describe the ovopub, a modular model for data publication that enables encapsulation, aggregation, integrity checking, and selective-source query answering. We describe the ovopub RDF specification, key design patterns and their application in the publication and provenance of data in the life sciences.

Contribution to thesis

This chapter describes a model for linked data provenance that HyQue uses to automatically record basic provenance details for hypothesis evaluations, an important element of the HyQue framework (Objective #1). The ovopub is simple enough that implementation in HyQue is straightforward and can be extended if additional provenance details are needed. The application of the ovopub for capturing dataset-specific provenance details, such as the experimental method used to detect a protein-protein interaction (described in detail in this chapter, with example queries) also demonstrates how provenance information may be generated and subsequently used for hypothesis evaluation by HyQue data retrieval and evaluation functions (described in Chapter 5).
4.1 Data publication and attribution: A simple problem with a (so far) complicated solution

With its standards and ever-evolving best practices, the Semantic Web enables a virtuous cycle of data creation and data consumption in which consumers can also act as creators with the ability to re-mix, re-phrase and re-publish content. However, these activities raise important questions about the provenance of any given data: What is it? Who made it? Where did it come from? How was it made? When was it made? What license governs its use, and can I reuse, modify or sell it? From the scientific research perspective, facilitating data re-use with attribution incentivizes the publishing of quality datasets that include provenance [82]. Indeed, our trust of data depends on being able to uncover and assess its provenance.

The Web of Data initiative is focused on developing practices to support the unique naming of individual resources on the Web [83] and to describe their provenance [84, 85]16. Important questions remain, however: how do we name, describe, publish and refer to assertions? Several efforts to address this challenge have so far been concerned with shrinking the scale of attributable and publishable objects from entire documents to some subset thereof. Nanopublications were developed to describe minimal assertions [86] between concepts, defined by [87] as the “smallest, unambiguous unit of thought”. In its original formulation, a nanopublication consisted of two RDF named graphs: one graph containing a statement (an RDF triple) and another containing the annotations about that statement. Building on nanopublications, microattributions [88] aim to enable data attribution by specifying the source of statements included in data resources, and

16 http://www.w3.org/TR/prov-overview/
have been used in describing gene variant data [89]. The nanopublications model has been recently updated [90] to use three named graphs: one for the statement(s), one for supporting statement(s) and one for related provenance. While certainly appealing on the surface, it is unclear what constitutes “support” in a nanopublication and whether supporting graphs can be exactly another’s existing assertion graph in a different context. Similarly, while the micropublication model [91] uses a graph-based formalism of variable size and structure to construct an argumentation network linking textual statements and data as evidence for claims, it is unclear how a statement differs from a claim. These contributions are an important step forward, but do not address the larger, more inclusive question: How can we describe self-contained units of knowledge, of any size or level of complexity, such that they can be published, shared, reused, extracted, modified, and republished? Moreover, neither model has yet been demonstrated for selective fact-based information retrieval across potentially billions of similar statements in which the structure and irregularity of content may yet pose significant challenges.

Here we propose the ovopub as a data and knowledge publication model for describing any set or sequence of statements along with their provenance. We use ovo - from the Latin ab ovo - to refer to the earliest possible point in time at which an assertion could be described. The ovopub is simple by design and may be applied to represent statements and datasets of varying complexity and size. We posit that the ovopub is sufficient to describe any kind of statement and make it publishable and attributable, while its simple structure will facilitate widespread deployment to create, link, share and query ovopub networks. Specifically, the ovopub (i) embodies the simplest structure necessary to describe data, its provenance and digital rights, (ii) enables construction of
more complex statements and arguments, (iii) allows encapsulation of selected statements, (iv) facilitates source restricted information retrieval and (v) enables integrity checking of published data.

4.2 The ovopub: Linking statements with provenance

An ovopub contains and links to one or more statements about resources, including those describing its provenance (Figure 5). A resource is an object identified by a unique identifier. A statement is an n-tuple that either a) describes a relationship between two resources or b) assigns a literal value to a resource. There are two basic kinds of ovopubs: assertions and collections. An assertion ovopub contains one or more statements that may be true or false. A collection ovopub contains one or more assertions and/or ovopubs, and is specifically meant to share or restrict a search to the resources contained therein. Essential ovopub provenance includes the creator(s) of the ovopub, a timestamp of when the ovopub was created, and a license to specify the rights and responsibilities of the creator and user of the ovopub. The integrity of any ovopub may be validated against a computed hash that is associated with the content of, but external to, the ovopub [92].
An ovopub ‘O’ contains an assertion ‘A’ or collection ‘C’ of assertions and/or ovopubs, and links to its own provenance (right). We use two symbols (far right) throughout to distinguish the assertion ovopub and collection ovopub.

In section 4.2.1 we show how ovopubs may be chained together to describe relationships between assertions and also how ovopubs may be aggregated and the provenance of this aggregation described. In section 4.2.2 we present an RDF specification for ovopubs.

4.2.1 Patterns for building and extending ovopub networks

4.2.1.1 The Chaining Pattern

Ovopubs may be chained together through new assertion ovopubs in a manner that both retains the original provenance of each ovopub and describes the provenance of the new assertion(s). Figure 6 illustrates such a case where three resources E, F and G are linked together in an assertion ovopub O3. Assertion ovopub O1 contains an assertion A that describes the relationship P1 between E and F, and assertion ovopub O2 contains an assertion B describes the relationship P2 between F and G. Each ovopub may have been
created by different sources and/or at different times, and this information can be captured in their respective ovopub-linked provenance. Assertion ovopub O3 that contains an assertion C is semantically equivalent to collection ovopub O4, which contains a collection D of ovopubs O1 and O2, by virtue of the fact that it describes the same set of relations (P1 and P2, respectively) between resources E, F and G. Assertion ovopub O5 contains an assertion E stating that assertion A is \textit{related-to} assertion C (we use \textit{related-to} as a generic example predicate; any appropriate predicate may be used).

Importantly, a collection ovopub like ovopub O4 may be invoked in order to isolate and specifically refer to a set of selected resources or ovopubs extracted from a potentially large and complex network.

![Diagram showing chaining of statements using combinations of assertion and collection ovopubs.](image)

**Figure 6** Chaining statements together using a combination of assertion and collection ovopubs.

An assertion ovopub O3 contains the assertion C linking resources E, F and G. These statements can be described in individual assertions A and B in ovopubs O1 and O2 respectively, which are contained in collection D of ovopub O4. Assertion C in ovopub O3 is semantically equivalent to collection D in ovopub O4 because they describe the same relations, P1 and P2, between resources E, F and G. Assertion ovopub O5 contains an assertion E stating that assertion A is \textit{related-to} assertion C.

The chaining pattern has innumerable potential uses, including but not limited to (i) providing a rich historical provenance of an object or assertion [93-95] (e.g. assertion
A *has-source* assertion C), (ii) establishing argumentation [91] (*e.g.* assertion A *supported-by/disputed-by* assertion C) and (iii) making ontological assertions [96] (*e.g.* axiom A *equivalent-to* axiom C). These specific cases differ from the general use case only by the predicate linking assertions A and C - the ovopub graph structures remain the same. In every case, the provenance for any ovopub is captured as part of the ovopub itself. However, should the ovopub creator decide to include explicit domain-specific provenance of the statement itself, another ovopub could link the first ovopub to its source provenance via an appropriate provenance relation.

### 4.2.1.2 The aggregation pattern

Given the potential for redundancy of assertions in an ovopub network, it becomes necessary to aggregate statements based on identity in the non-provenance content of an ovopub, or some other criteria of identity or similarity. Figure 7 shows how ovopubs can be used to aggregate assertions. An assertion ovopub O describes an assertion A. Assertion ovopubs O1, O2 and O3 describe related assertions A1, A2 and A3, respectively. Assertion ovopub O4 describes the aggregation relationship between A, A1, A2 and A3, in a new assertion B. Finally, ovopub O5 groups all assertion ovopubs together into collection C. The ovopub aggregation pattern is broader than that of the nanopublication cardinal assertion, where aggregation can only occur over those assertions that contain exactly the same subject, predicate and object [87, 97].
A single assertion ovopub O4 describes an aggregation relationship between assertion A in ovopub O and three assertions A1, A2 and A3 individually described in ovopubs O1, O2 and O3. All assertion ovopubs can be grouped into collection C described in ovopub O5.

4.2.2 Ovopub RDF specification

Ovopubs that are represented using the Resource Description Framework (RDF) must implement the following specification in order to be considered a valid ovopub. An ovopub is a named graph that contains an assertion graph of statements of interest, as a named sub-graph. Thus, all statements must be expressed as quads such that the referent graph is the assertion URI (for statements in the assertion graph) or ovopub URI (for statements in the ovopub). We use five vocabularies for the necessary types and relations: RDF (rdf) [98], RDFG (rdfg) [99], RDF schema (rdfs) [100], XML Schema (xsd) [101], Dublin Core Metadata Terms (dc) [102], and the Semanticscience Integrated Ontology.
(sio) [103]. An assertion ovopub (Figure 8) must be typed as sio:assertion-ovopub\textsuperscript{17} and its assertion sub-graph must be explicitly linked to the ovopub using rdfg:subGraphOf. A collection ovopub must be typed as a sio:collection-ovopub\textsuperscript{18} and its collection sub-graph must explicitly linked to the ovopub, also using rdfg:subGraphOf. All ovopubs and their sub-graphs must have unique identifiers. The sio:assertion-ovopub and sio:collection-ovopub are both subclasses of sio:ovopub\textsuperscript{19}. Ovopubs may optionally use rdfs:label to specify a title (with appropriate language tag), dc:identifier to specify a source specified non-URI identifier, and dc:description to provide a more detailed description (with language tag). The ovopub creator must be specified using dc:creator linked to either a literal specified as an xsd:string or to a resolvable linked data URI (e.g. a FOAF entry). The ovopub date of creation must be specified as a timestamp using dc:date as the datatype property and the literal value a xsd:dateTime. The ovopub license must be specified using dc:rights with the value specified as a URI pointing to the license document. We recommend using the Creative Commons by attribution (CC-BY) licenses for data.

\textsuperscript{17} http://semanticscience.org/resource/SIO_001302
\textsuperscript{18} http://semanticscience.org/resource/SIO_001301
\textsuperscript{19} http://semanticscience.org/resource/SIO_001300
(A) An assertion ovopub O links to a named sub-graph A containing one or more statements using rdfg:subGraphOf. (B) A collection ovopub O links to a named-subgraph C containing one or more statements or ovopubs. Each ovopub type is specified using the rdf:type relation. Provenance details for both assertion and collection ovopubs are described using relations from the Dublin Core (DC) vocabulary.

4.3 Modular knowledge representation with ovopubs

In this section we illustrate the application of the ovopub model to a complex life sciences data scenario: publishing the iRefIndex database of protein-protein interactions (PPIs). iRefIndex [104] collects interactions reported in 13 source databases and groups interactions based on taxon and sequence identity as well as sequence similarity of molecular interaction participants. In this fashion, iRefIndex serves as a natural aggregation point for protein and PPI data from multiple sources and must therefore
distinguish the relations that were asserted by the source databases and the relations that
iRefIndex asserts for the purpose of data aggregation. Figure 9 illustrates (i) capturing the
relations between an individual PPI (sourced from BioGRID:464511) and the dataset of
which it is a part, (ii) the description of interactions in terms of their protein participants,
method of PPI identification and publication, and (iii) the aggregation of PPIs into
interaction groups based on the aggregation criteria set out by iRefIndex.
Figure 9 Relations between data items in an iRefIndex record for BioGRID:464511 (A) and their corresponding representation as ovopubs.

An assertion ovopub (B) describes the protein-protein interaction (PPI) relationship between two UniProt proteins. An assertion ovopub (C) describes the provenance of this PPI as collected by BioGRID, while an assertion ovopub (D) describes the membership of the UniProt proteins in iRefIndex sequence similarity groups. An assertion ovopub (E) links the PPI assertion to the BioGRID provenance assertion, to indicate the PPI source. A collection ovopub (F) collects the assertion ovopubs.
This demonstrates the utility of ovopubs for (i) encapsulation and versioning, (ii) description of domain knowledge and (iii) aggregation. Ovopubs, and thus their provenance, can be as fine-grained as the simplest statement in a dataset. For example, the simplest ovopub in this case is the ovopub containing an assertion describing the protein interaction tuple. The provenance for this PPI from BioGRID is individually described in its own ovopub, as are the iRefindex generated sequence groupings for the PPI participants, and the link between the PPI assertion and the BioGRID provenance assertion. Lastly, these individual ovopubs are grouped together in an iRefindex collection ovopub.

Based on the model illustrated in Figure 9, we generated ovopubs for the iRefIndex Bio2RDF dataset, sourced from Release 10 of iRefIndex. Metrics for this dataset are listed in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5 Metrics for iRefIndex ovopub dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of triples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of distinct subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of distinct predicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of distinct objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of distinct literals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of ovopubs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of assertions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Using ovopubs for context-sensitive information retrieval

To illustrate how ovopubs can be used to describe and retrieve context-specific provenance details, and how ovopubs are linked to their content, we present 5 natural language questions about PPIs described in the iRefIndex dataset and their ovopubs, as

20 http://irefindex.org/download/irefindex/data/archive/release_10.0/psi_mitab/MITAB2.6/
well as the corresponding SPARQL queries. For each query we also present the query results.

Query 1 demonstrates how to retrieve ovopubs that describe assertions about specific PPIs. Query 2 demonstrates how to retrieve the provenance associated with specific ovopubs. Query 3 demonstrates how to retrieve iRefIndex-specific provenance associated with a specific PPI, independent of its ovopub provenance. Query 4 demonstrates how to retrieve ovopub-specific provenance details by restricting the content of an assertion graph within the ovopub. Lastly, Query 5 demonstrates how to retrieve content across the databases compiled by iRefIndex in order to assess the reporting prevalence of PPIs.

**Query 1**: In which ovopub(s) is serine/threonine-protein kinase PAK 1 (O88643) reported to interact with G25K GTP-binding protein (P60766)?

```
PREFIX vocab: <http://bio2rdf.org/irefindex_vocabulary:>
PREFIX rdfg: <http://www.w3.org/2004/03/trix/rdfg-1/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?ovopub ?label
WHERE {
  GRAPH ?assertion {
  }
  ?assertion rdfg:subGraphOf ?ovopub .
}
```

This query returns 8 ovopubs (one for each PPI assertion), each with an identifier as well as a human-readable label. The results are shown in Table 6.
Table 6 Results of Query 1 for ovopubs describing a PPI between uniprot:O88643 and uniprot:P60766.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ovopub</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ovopub_c58ca2d7386820d2160693d2919f4145</td>
<td>Assertion ovopub for Pairwise interaction between uniprotkb:O88643 and uniprotkb:P60766 identified by affinity chromatography technology (biogrid:502946)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovopub_efa4ec07960344e899c1635aa5ec09a</td>
<td>Assertion ovopub for Pairwise interaction between uniprotkb:O88643 and uniprotkb:P60766 identified by affinity chromatography technology (bind:315278)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovopub_c4aeb19b61c3b3d79e075089c413aa0a</td>
<td>Assertion ovopub for Pairwise interaction between uniprotkb:O88643 and uniprotkb:P60766 identified by pull down (dip:DIP-70378E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovopub_df692a8f2e4adbb1e9918a9ff0672e57</td>
<td>Assertion ovopub for Pairwise interaction between uniprotkb:O88643 and uniprotkb:P60766 identified by two hybrid (intact:EBI-651254)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovopub_3fe1751f954d1188bc10fc286b53c9b2</td>
<td>Assertion ovopub for Pairwise interaction between uniprotkb:O88643 and uniprotkb:P60766 identified by two hybrid (intact:EBI-651243)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovopub_0f577d2097d0335194941d4273026cbe</td>
<td>Assertion ovopub for Pairwise interaction between uniprotkb:O88643 and uniprotkb:P60766 identified by pull down (mint:MINT-1791686)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovopub_bec06712015be511f33c27c0d2f790ab</td>
<td>Assertion ovopub for Pairwise interaction between uniprotkb:O88643 and uniprotkb:P60766 identified by two hybrid (mint:MINT-19832)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovopub_63d4ee87d63da1f1280b1a7fd0ab4364</td>
<td>Assertion ovopub for Pairwise interaction between uniprotkb:O88643 and uniprotkb:P60766 identified by two hybrid (mint:MINT-19631)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Query 2:** What provenance is associated with the ovopub describing the interaction between serine/threonine-protein kinase PAK 1 (O88643) and serine/threonine-protein kinase OSR1 (O95747)?

```
PREFIX vocab: <http://bio2rdf.org/irefindex_vocabulary:>
PREFIX rdfg: <http://www.w3.org/2004/03/trix/rdfg-1/>
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>
SELECT ?creator ?date ?rights ?type
WHERE {
  GRAPH ?assertion {
  }
  ?assertion rdfg:subGraphOf ?ovopub .
  GRAPH ?ovopub {
    ?ovopub dc:created ?date .
  }
}
```

This query returns the following:

**Date:** 2014-04-04T16:44:19Z

**Rights:** "check source for further restrictions"

**Creator:** A Callahan

**Type:** assertion ovopub (SIO_001302)

**Query 3:** What is the iRefIndex-specific provenance associated with the interaction between serine/threonine-protein kinase PAK 1 (O88643) and serine/threonine-protein kinase OSR1 (O95747)?
This query returns annotations from iRefIndex that describe the provenance of the PPI, including the source article (PMID:14707132), the minimum number of interactions reported (4), and the source organism (S. cerevisiae, TAXID:4932). The complete results are shown in Table 7.

**Query 4:** Who are the creators of ovopubs that involve serine/threonine-protein kinase PAK 1 (O88643) as an interactor?

This query returns the creators of ovopubs describing specific PPIs. In this case, the query returns only one result – “A Callahan”.

```sparql
PREFIX vocab: <http://bio2rdf.org/irefindex_vocabulary:>
PREFIX np: <http://www.nanopub.org/nschema#>
SELECT ?s ?p ?o
WHERE {
  GRAPH ?assertion {
  }
  ?assertion np:hasProvenance ?assertion_provenance .
  GRAPH ?assertion_provenance {
  }
}

PREFIX vocab: <http://bio2rdf.org/irefindex_vocabulary:>
PREFIX rdfg: <http://www.w3.org/2004/03/trix/rdfg-1/> 
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?creator
WHERE {
  GRAPH ?assertion {
  }
  ?assertion rdfg:subGraphOf ?ovopub .
}
```
Table 7 Results of Query 3 for the iRefIndex-sourced provenance for a specific PPI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/intact:EBI-620898">http://bio2rdf.org/intact:EBI-620898</a></td>
<td><a href="http://purl.org/dc/terms/created">http://purl.org/dc/terms/created</a></td>
<td>2013-03-02T00:00:00Z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Query 5: How many databases report the top 5 most reported interactions?

```
PREFIX vocab: <http://bio2rdf.org/irefindex_vocabulary:>
WHERE {
} ORDER BY DESC(COUNT(?int)) LIMIT 5
```

This query counts the number of interaction reports for protein pairs in iRefIndex, as well as the databases that report them. It demonstrates that ovopub networks can be queried for the content of their assertions, without requiring any reference to ovopub structure or content. The results of this query are shown in Table 8.
Table 8: Results of Query 4 for the most reported PPIs, the number of reports, and the number of reporting databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interactor A (Uniprot ID)</th>
<th>Interactor B (UniProt ID)</th>
<th># of interaction reports</th>
<th># of reporting databases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FACT complex subunit SPT16 (P32558)</td>
<td>FACT complex subunit POB3 (Q04636)</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit B (P06103)</td>
<td>Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 subunit A (P38249)</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histone H3 (P61830)</td>
<td>Histone H4 (P02309)</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBA domain-containing protein RUP1 (Q12242)</td>
<td>Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 2 (Q01476)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inosine-5'-monophosphate dehydrogenase 4 (P50094)</td>
<td>Inosine-5'-monophosphate dehydrogenase 3 (P50095)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of the top five most reported PPIs were observed in yeast (*Saccharomyces cerevisiae*). The most frequently reported interaction is between SPT16 (P32558) and POB3 (Q04636), which are known to form a stable heterodimer [105] as part of the FACT complex. The FACT complex is a chromatin factor crucial in nucleosome reorganization during DNA replication and transcription [105], and its function is conserved across species including humans [106]. The second most reported interaction is between translation initiation factors eIF3B (P06103) and eIF3A (P38249). These proteins make up part of the translation initiation factor 3 (eIF3) core complex, which is a component of the molecular machinery involved in protein synthesis [107]. The third most reported interaction is between histones H3 (P61830) and H4 (P02309), proteins which form a core part of nucleosomes and also the upstream activation factor (UAF) that stimulates transcription [108]. The fourth most reported interaction is between UBA domain-containing protein RUP1 (Q12242) and ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 2
(Q01476). These proteins form a complex that is an antagonist and potential regulator of the HECT ubiquitin-protein ligase RSP5, an essential ubiquitin ligase that plays a role in various protein trafficking functions within and into the cell [109]. Lastly, the fifth most reported interaction is between IMP dehydrogenases 4 (P50094) and 5 (P50095), thought to form heteromers [110] that, like their homotetrameric counterparts [111], catalyze the first rate-limiting step of guanine nucleotide biosynthesis in vivo and have thus been studied as potential targets for chemotherapy drugs. Considering all of these PPIs together, it is not surprising that they constitute the 5 most reported interactions in iRefIndex. They all occur in S. cerevisiae, one of the most popular model organisms, and all describe interactions that facilitate and in some cases regulate crucial (and thus well-studied) biological functions - nucleotide biosynthesis, DNA replication, transcription, protein synthesis and protein trafficking.

For each interacting pair, it is also possible to ask which of the databases in iRefIndex report the interaction. For example, for the most frequently occurring pair the necessary query is:

```
PREFIX vocab: <http://bio2rdf.org/irefindex_vocabulary:>
SELECT DISTINCT ?db
WHERE {
}
```

The results of this query are: BioGrid, BIND, MINT, DIP, IntAct and MIPS.

### 4.5 Discussion

The ovopub is simple by design in order to maximize its reuse in scenarios with differing source data and use requirements. The ovopub is a single object that contains and links to
basic elements of data-centric provenance (what, who, when, rights) and its content, whether a simple assertion involving objects, other assertions or a collection ovopub, or a collection of ovopub assertions and/or collections. The ovopub model enables encapsulation, linking and aggregation and facilitates complex queries that consider elements of provenance and trust.

The ovopub can be readily contrasted with the nanopublication and micropublication models. The assertion ovopub is simpler as it consists of a named graph containing a single assertion graph, with key provenance information directly contained in and associated with the ovopub graph. In contrast, the nanopublication graph is explicitly linked by three relations to three named graphs: one that contains the statement(s), one that contains the supporting statement(s) and one that contains the related provenance. The ovopub therefore reduces the number of required statements by consolidating the statement and provenance graph into a single ovopub graph and leaving the supporting graph to be specified as another ovopub. It also removes the ambiguity of what should be included in the supporting statement graph, whether an assertion ovopub can be used as a supporting graph in another publication, and sidesteps the problem of how to manage a change in the supporting statement graph vis-a-vis the original nanopublication. In addition, unlike the nanopublication or the micropublication, the provenance of an ovopub is distinct from the provenance of the ovopub payload, whose historical provenance (who stated it? how was it generated? where was the statement obtained? etc.) could either be published a set of provenance-oriented assertion ovopubs or could be directly stated in the ovopub provenance.
Cardinal assertions aggregate syntactically identical statements described in nanopublications to establish a confidence or evidence score [97]. Through the iRefIndex exemplar, we show that ovopubs can be used to aggregate syntactically identical, semantically equivalent, or semantically similar statements from multiple sources (each being described in an ovopub) from which evidential strengths may be computed if desired. Cardinal assertions can be easily computed through hash sums on the payload assertion or the specified members of the dataset as identified through relations provided by explicit reification. More importantly, the integrity of an ovopub can also be assessed using an implementation of trusty URIs [92]. In this case, the entirety of the ovopub would be subject to a hash sum whose value could be recorded in a separate ovopub signed by the creator. Data ‘hijacking’ by adding additional links or statements to an ovopub after it has been created and published could be detected by virtue of the fact that the hash of their content would differ from that of the original ovopub.

With the availability of increasingly powerful triple stores and reasoners, adopting the ovopub model for existing large linked data networks is certainly feasible. OpenLink Virtuoso and Ontotext’s OWLIM provide cluster-capable triple store implementations, while the Digital Enterprise Research Institute at the National University of Ireland Galway with Fujitsu Laboratories have announced a new linked data platform capable of querying billions of triples at greatly improved speeds [112]. Similarly, the Web-scale Parallel Inference Engine (WebPIE) enables large scale reasoning [113].

In summary, the ovopub is a new model for data publication. Its simplicity and modular design support the creation of networks of arbitrary size and complexity. We have described the minimal elements required for an ovopub, as well as how ovopubs can
be used to make assertions about objects, literals, statements or even collections of statements. We have described the application of ovopubs to address the requirements of description, encapsulation, aggregation, data integrity and demonstrated selective-source query answering over a life science dataset. Our next steps are to implement the ovopub model for Bio2RDF datasets, evaluate aspects related to performance and scalability, and to explore the use of ovopub networks for knowledge discovery.
Chapter: Data integration and reasoning on the Semantic Web to identify aging-related genes in *C. elegans*

Abstract

**Background:** Extensive studies have been carried out on *C. elegans* as a model organism to elucidate mechanisms of aging and the effects of perturbing known aging-related genes on lifespan and behavior. This research has generated large amounts of experimental data that is increasingly difficult to manually integrate and analyze with existing databases and domain knowledge. There is a need for tools and methods to assist the biologist in evaluating hypotheses about aging that take advantage of the growing amounts of experimental data and the knowledge captured in bio-ontologies.

**Results:** Using HyQue, a Semantic Web tool for hypothesis-based querying and evaluation, we evaluated 48,231 *C. elegans* genes for their role in aging. We also contributed three new datasets to the Bio2RDF network of linked data for the life sciences – WormBase, GenAge and GenDR. By evaluating data retrieved from these resources and integrated with existing Bio2RDF datasets, HyQue correctly identified 8 genes known to regulate lifespan in *C. elegans*. HyQue also identified 24 candidate genes whose effects on lifespan and aging have not been well characterized.

**Conclusions:** We demonstrate a scalable approach to semi-automated hypothesis evaluation by applying HyQue to hypotheses about the role of *C. elegans* genes in aging and lifespan, using existing experimental data integrated with domain ontologies. In doing so we identified candidate genes whose effects on lifespan are not well understood, several of which have human orthologs with known effects on aging-related diseases including Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease. HyQue, as well as the functions and rules
it used to evaluate *C. elegans* genes for their roles in aging and lifespan are publicly available and can be extended and repurposed to evaluate additional hypotheses.

**Contribution to thesis**

In this chapter, I describe the application of HyQue to evaluating hypotheses about the role of genes in aging and lifespan in *C. elegans*, to achieve Objective #2 of this thesis – using HyQue to evaluate biological hypotheses. This work is an important extension of Chapter 2 in two ways: firstly, unlike hypotheses about galactose metabolism in yeast, which is a well-understood system with extensive experimental validation (thus making it a good candidate for a first ‘test run’ application of HyQue), which genes govern aging and longevity in *C. elegans* is an evolving area of investigation. Using HyQue to investigate this domain is an important contribution to the field of aging research. Secondly, the application of HyQue described in this chapter is at a much larger scale that that previously described – we used HyQue to evaluate 48,231 gene-central hypotheses and analyze the results of this process. While Chapter 2 described a proof-of-concept application of HyQue over a small number of hypotheses, the work described in this Chapter represents a real-world use case for HyQue with biologically significant results, including findings verified by independent data.
5.1 Introduction

The biology of aging is a significant area of biomedical research, motivated by a desire to uncover the mechanisms that govern aging and to regulate these processes towards developing effective therapies for age-related diseases. Experiments using model organisms have identified genes, gene variations, and biological pathways that regulate lifespan [114] in humans [115, 116] and model organisms such as the nematode *C. elegans* [117]. Mutations in many of the genes responsible for regulating longevity in model organisms are also implicated in human disease [118, 119]. Environmental factors such as dietary restriction [120], temperature [121, 122] and pheromone exposure [123] have also been found to have significant effects on lifespan in model organisms, often acting through stress response genes and pathways whose activity are triggered by changes in nutrient availability [114].

Biologists studying the role of genes in aging use a variety of approaches, and a typical experiment involves perturbing environmental conditions or gene expression in vivo, measuring changes in lifespan (both temporal and reproductive), and measuring associated changes in gene expression to identify potential agents mediating any observed lifespan effects. The use of high-throughput experimental techniques such as microarrays and next generation sequencing systems capable of measuring changes in expression of thousands of genes, combined with the large body of existing experimental data, publications and databases dedicated to capturing aging-associated annotations makes it increasingly intractable for scientists to manually sift through these resources in the context of their own research. Large-scale bioinformatics analyses of genes and aging pathways have seen recent success in identifying candidate aging-related genes and
elucidating their effects on biological pathways [124-127], and the fruits of this labour are increasingly accessible by the scientific community. For example, the Human Aging Genomics Resources group maintains the GenAge and GenDR databases of both model organism and human genes and their experimentally determined effects on lifespan and aging. Model organism databases such as WormBase also capture gene and phenotype annotations related to longevity and lifespan. Such resources will continue to grow in both size and span as more experimental data is generated.

With the increased availability of data about aging-related phenomena, a significant challenge lies in finding, integrating, and evaluating this information to address questions of biological interest, in this case in discovering genes that are responsible for aging and lifespan. Semantic Web technologies including the Web Ontology Language (OWL) and the Resource Description Framework (RDF) can enable such applications by allowing scientists to represent data and knowledge in a machine understandable way, such that we can leverage computational power to query and reason over them [128, 129]. More specifically, life sciences data on the Semantic Web such as Bio2RDF [16] and the growing number of bio-ontologies enable data integration and powerful question answering in a variety of biological and biomedical domains [32, 130, 131]. Motivated by these developments, we use HyQue [132, 133] to evaluate hypotheses on the roles of *C. elegans* genes in aging. HyQue is a Semantic Web tool that uses W3C standards (RDF/OWL) for representing data, domain-specific knowledge and evaluation rules to computationally evaluate biological hypotheses using existing data and knowledge resources. Specifically, we developed aging domain-specific hypothesis evaluation rules and used HyQue to execute them in a single pass over all *C. elegans*
genes. We demonstrate that HyQue is a scalable, semantic approach to uncover new candidate aging-related genes and assign a measure of confidence to the role of previously characterized aging-associated genes.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 HyQue system overview and architecture

HyQue [133] is a rule-based system that retrieves and evaluates evidence relevant to a hypothesis. HyQue rules are specified using SPIN [134], which is based on SPARQL, a W3C standard query language for RDF. In the following sections, we describe the HyQue Ontology for hypotheses, events, and hypothesis evaluations, design patterns for rules, data retrieval and data evaluation functions, and explain how HyQue uses these functions to calculate aging-specific event and hypothesis scores. Figure 10 provides an overview of the HyQue system. HyQue takes as input a hypothesis specified in RDF, and a set of domain specific SPIN rules. It executes the SPIN rules to retrieve relevant RDF data and OWL ontologies, and evaluates the evidence obtained. HyQue generates an RDF output that includes the evaluation, the rules used, and references to the supporting data.
HyQue system architecture.

HyQue takes as input a hypothesis, SPIN rules, and a knowledge base composed of data and ontologies. The hypothesis triggers SPIN rules that retrieves and evaluates relevant data. HyQue produces as output an evaluation that scores the hypothesis, and provides links to the hypothesis, SPIN rules, and data used.

5.2.2 HyQue ontology for hypotheses, events, and evaluations

HyQue uses the HyQue Hypothesis Ontology (HO)\(^2\) to specify a valid hypothesis and its evaluation. A HyQue hypothesis is composed of one or more events that are related to each other through one or more propositions. An event is a process that involves one or more participants (e.g. agents, targets), while a proposition connects two or more events through logical operators AND, OR, and XOR. The operators control how the overall hypothesis score is calculated (described below). A hypothesis evaluation includes a score for the hypothesis and each of the components of the hypothesis (propositions, events) and their provenance. We use the ovopub (Chapter 4) model for associating the provenance of the evaluation (hypothesis, SPIN rules, evidence). An ovopub is a graph

\(^2\) http://semanticscience.org/ontology/hyque.owl
that contains an assertion composed of one or more triples along with the metadata of the ovopub (type, creator, creation time, and license).

5.2.3 Design patterns for HyQue functions and rules

HyQue uses two kinds of rules to evaluate a hypothesized event – **domain specific rules** that are triggered by the biological event type (e.g. ‘gene induction’, ‘aging’) and **system rules** which are triggered by the output of the domain specific rules and the operators that relate events in the hypothesis to calculate an overall hypothesis score. All HyQue domain rules are linked with the generic HyQue event class *(hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000004)* and then filtered to domain specific event types in the **WHERE** clause of the rule.

HyQue domain rules consist of data evaluation functions and data retrieval functions. A data retrieval function executes a SPARQL query over a specified data source to obtain data about an entity of interest (typically a hypothesis event participant). A data evaluation function evaluates the result of a data retrieval function in the context of the biological domain associated with the hypothesized event. Specifically, data evaluation functions call one or more data retrieval functions, assess the retrieved data, and then return a Boolean or numeric value to quantify the assessment. Event scores are calculated by aggregating the output of data evaluation functions into a single evaluation score. Data evaluation and event scoring functions are combined in a SPIN rule associated with specific event type(s).

HyQue system rules automatically generate proposition and overall hypothesis evaluation scores from individual event scores generated by the domain rules. These scores are calculated in a bottom-up procedure, in which first event scores are calculated,
followed by the proposition scores, and finally the overall hypothesis score. For a proposition that specifies events related by the AND operator, HyQue calculates the proposition score by taking the mean of the individual event scores. For a proposition that specifies events related by an OR operator, HyQue takes the maximum event score as the proposition score. For a proposition that describes a single event (with the XOR operator) the event score is assigned as the proposition score. This procedure is iteratively repeated to calculate the overall hypothesis score. As each score is calculated HyQue generates statements linking the score to the function(s) used to calculate the score, thereby ensuring that provenance of each part of HyQue’s evaluation process is recorded in the evaluation itself.

5.2.4 Integrating experimental data and annotations about aging in C. elegans

HyQue evaluates the role of C. elegans genes in aging using a variety of data sources including existing curated databases and raw data, terminologies and ontologies. In the following sections, we describe how we prepared each of the seven data sources for use in HyQue, and related data analysis and transformation processes used.

5.2.4.1 Linking aging data on the Semantic Web

A number of databases dedicated to cataloguing genes that regulate the biological processes of aging have recently been developed, including the GenAge and GenDR databases developed by the Human Ageing Genomic Resources (HAGR) group [135] and the human-curated WormBase database [136]. GenAge describes genes that are known to affect longevity and aging [135], while GenDR describes genes that confer lifespan extension under dietary restriction or whose expression is found to be significantly different under dietary restriction across multiple studies [126]. WormBase
annotates *C. elegans* genes with genetic and protein sequence data, known phenotypes and their roles in biological pathways, including those specific to aging processes, as well as links to the literature. It is not possible to automatically query across these independently maintained resources to collect all the information they contain about a given gene. Thus, to enable integration of these databases as evidence sources for HyQue, we generated linked data [12] versions of each. We used the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [137] and Bio2RDF best practices [138] to facilitate dataset interoperability and querying. At the core of the Bio2RDF approach is the use of uniform resource identifiers (URIs) for consistently naming entities and the relationships that hold between them. Using the Bio2RDF approach ensures that an entity is automatically assigned the same identifier in every dataset that contains statements about it, such that queries across multiple datasets using the same identifier (query federation) will retrieve all statements about a given entity.

### 5.2.4.2 Linked Open Data relevant to the biology of aging

Relevant sources of data currently available in Bio2RDF (Release 2) include release 9.0 of the iRefIndex database of experimentally determined protein-protein interactions (PPIs) [104], and the Gene Ontology Annotations (GOA) database of protein function, process and cellular location annotations [24] processed in 2012. As described below, these datasets are used in concert with the linked data versions of GenAge, GenDR and WormBase by HyQue to retrieve data about PPIs and functional annotations for *C. elegans* genes.
5.2.4.3  Gene expression data and analysis

Next-generation sequencing technologies (NGS) measure system-wide gene expression changes under varying experimental conditions. We searched the NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database for datasets from experiments that targeted biochemical pathways in *C. elegans* related to aging, to allow HyQue to retrieve and evaluate gene expression data. We identified two relevant RNA-seq datasets - GSE39574 and GSE36041. The GSE39574 dataset quantifies changes in gene expression when the transcription factor unc-62 (known to regulate lifespan and aging [139]) is knocked down. The GSE36041 dataset contains the expression profiles of three *C. elegans* models with impaired IGF-1 signaling (the IGF-1 signaling pathway is a well-characterized regulator of longevity [140]). We identified significant differences in gene expression of variants versus control(s) using TopHat and CuffLinks as described in [141].

To integrate our genomic data analysis results with the Bio2RDF linked data resources described above, we developed a data model to represent the RNA-seq data analysis results as linked data. Our model describes experiments and experimental conditions, samples, and the resulting gene expression and gene expression change values, as well as the relations that hold between them. It re-uses WormBase and Gene Ontology identifiers for genes and phenotypes where possible, and associates each gene expression change value with its corresponding statistical confidence value (p-value) as well as the gene expression values it is derived from.

5.2.4.4  Quantifying GO annotation co-occurrence

Co-occurrence frequencies of GO terms used for gene and gene product annotations have been used to discover and confirm associations between biological functions and
processes [142, 143]. In the context of evaluating the role of a given gene in aging, the co-occurrence of its GO annotations with GO terms related to aging is of interest. To measure these co-occurrences, we programatically calculated the co-occurrence frequency of each pair of GO terms in the GOA database and generated linked data describing these frequencies.

5.2.5 Tailoring HyQue to the aging domain

To model the hypothesis that a *C. elegans* gene is involved in aging using HO, we used the Gene Ontology term ‘aging’ (GO:0007568) as the event type of interest, where an aging event has a gene as an agent specified with its WormBase Bio2RDF identifier (e.g. ‘daf-2’ is specified as ‘http://bio2rdf.org/wormbase:WBGene00000898’). The RDF representation of such a hypothesis is shown in BOX 1. We developed domain specific data retrieval and evaluation functions (triggered by an event of type ‘aging’) for investigating the role of *C. elegans* genes in aging.

**BOX 1 RDF of HyQue hypothesis that daf-2 is the agent in an aging event**

```r
@prefix hyp: <http://bio2rdf.org/hyqueData:aging_hypothesis_> .
@prefix hyque: <http://semanticscience.org/ontology/hyque.owl#> .
@prefix hybrow: <http://semanticscience.org/ontology/hybrow.owl#> .

hyp:h rdf:type hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000000 ;
  hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000010 hyp:p0 .

hyp:p0 rdf:type hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000014 ;
  hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000012 hyp:e1 .

hyp:e1 a hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000004 ;
  rdf:type <http://bio2rdf.org/go:0007568> ;
  hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000017 "0" ;
  hyque:HYPOTHESIS_0000015
```
5.2.6 Building HyQue data retrieval functions

HyQue uses 14 data retrieval functions (each identified by “DRF” followed by a unique number) over 7 data sources to collect the evidence used to assess the involvement of a gene in aging. Each function is gene-centric in that it queries a data source to retrieve annotations associated with the *C. elegans* gene specified in the hypothesis. The 14 data retrieval functions (with a brief description in italics) are:

**DRF1** Retrieve *C. elegans* gene product UniProt identifiers from GOA

*The Bio2RDF UniProt GOA dataset maps gene symbols to UniProt protein identifiers.*

*This DRF retrieves UniProt identifiers of the protein products of a *C. elegans* gene specified by its gene symbol.*

**DRF2** Retrieve GO term co-occurrence frequencies from GOA annotation term co-occurrences

*We calculated the GO term co-occurrence frequencies for each pair of GO terms used in GOA. This DRF retrieves the frequency of co-occurrence of a given pair of GO terms.*

**DRF3** Retrieve *C. elegans* gene identifier and lifespan effect from GenAge

*The GenAge Bio2RDF dataset we generated includes the assigned GenAge identifier and known lifespan effect(s), if any, for *C. elegans* genes. This DRF retrieves the GenAge identifier and lifespan effect of a given *C. elegans* gene, specified by its WormBase identifier.*

**DRF4** Retrieve *C. elegans* gene expression fold change and probability value from NGS GEO datasets

*Our analysis of NGS GEO datasets GEO35974 and GEO36041 quantified gene fold change (relative to a control) and associated p-values from experimental data. This DRF*
retrieves gene fold change values and associated p-values for a C. elegans gene specified by its WormBase identifier.

**DRF5 Retrieve C. elegans gene GO annotation and evidence type from WormBase**

The Bio2RDF WormBase dataset provides GO annotations and source evidence type (using the ECO ontology) for C. elegans genes. This DRF retrieves the GO annotation and associated evidence type for a C. elegans gene specified by its WormBase identifier.

**DRF6 Retrieve C. elegans gene symbol from WormBase**

WormBase provides the official gene symbols for C. elegans genes. This DRF retrieves the gene symbol for a C. elegans gene specified by its WormBase identifier.

**DRF7 Retrieve C. elegans interacting genes with extended or shortened lifespan phenotype from WormBase**

The Bio2RDF WormBase dataset includes curated genetic interactions between C. elegans genes. This DRF retrieves any interacting genes that have the WormBase ‘extended lifespan’ or ‘shortened lifespan’ phenotype for a C. elegans gene specified by its WormBase identifier.

**DRF8 Retrieve gene product interacting proteins and interaction provenance from iRefIndex**

The Bio2RDF iRefIndex dataset describes protein-protein interactions (PPIs), associated experimental methods, and number of publications that report a given interaction. This DRF retrieves PPIs involving proteins specified by their UniProt identifier.

**DRF9 Retrieve C. elegans gene product GO process annotations from GOA**

The Bio2RDF GOA dataset includes GO process annotations for proteins specified with UniProt identifiers. This DRF retrieves GO annotations for the protein products of a C.
elegans gene specified by its WormBase identifier where the UniProt identifiers of the protein products of the gene were retrieved by DRF1.

DRF10  Retrieve *C. elegans* gene associated phenotype from WormBase

The Bio2RDF WormBase dataset provides phenotypes associated with *C. elegans* genes. This DRF retrieves phenotypes associated with a *C. elegans* gene specified by its WormBase identifier.

DRF11  Retrieve *C. elegans* gene DR-associated gene expression change values from GenDR

The Bio2RDF GenDR dataset includes experimentally determined gene expression changes associated with dietary restriction (DR). This DRF retrieves gene expression change values under DR for a *C. elegans* gene specified by its gene symbol.

DRF12  Retrieve *C. elegans* gene product interacting proteins from iRefIndex

This DRF retrieves PPIs for the protein products (retrieved by DRF1) of a *C. elegans* gene specified by its WormBase identifier, as well as the experimental method used to detect each PPI and the number of reporting publications (retrieved by DRF8).

DRF13  Retrieve *C. elegans* gene-phenotype associations from GenDR

The Bio2RDF GenDR dataset contains DR-related gene-phenotype associations. This DRF retrieves the DR-related phenotypes for a *C. elegans* gene specified by its WormBase identifier.

DRF14  Retrieve *C. elegans* gene phenotypes induced by RNAi from WormBase

The Bio2RDF WormBase dataset includes the results of RNAi experiments, including the phenotypes associated with genes whose expression was diminished by RNAi. This DRF
retrieves the observed phenotypes from RNAi experiments targeting a given C. elegans gene specified by its WormBase identifier.

Below, we present the data retrieval functions DRF3 and DRF12 in detail and include an example result for each. DRF3 retrieves a gene’s approved gene symbol from the Bio2RDF WormBase dataset, and uses this symbol to query the Bio2RDF GenAge dataset for its effect on lifespan (BOX 2).

**BOX 2 SPARQL query used for DRF3**

```sparql
PREFIX wormbase_vocabulary: <http://bio2rdf.org/wormbase_vocabulary:>
PREFIX genage_vocabulary: <http://bio2rdf.org/genage_vocabulary:>
SELECT ?genageGene ?effect
WHERE {
  SERVICE <http://wormbase.bio2rdf.org/sparql> {
    {?gene wormbase_vocabulary:has_sequence/cosmid_name ?arg1 .
     ?gene wormbase_vocabulary:has_approved_gene_name ?name .
    }
    UNION
    {
     ?arg1 a wormbase_vocabulary:Gene .
     ?arg1 wormbase_vocabulary:has_approved_gene_name ?name .
    } .
  } .
  SERVICE <http://genage.bio2rdf.org/sparql> {
  } .
}
```

Example results for gene sams-1 are shown in Table 9.
Table 9 Results of DRF3 to retrieve a gene's lifespan effect from GenAge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GenAge gene identifier</th>
<th>Lifespan effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/genage:0584">http://bio2rdf.org/genage:0584</a></td>
<td>“increase”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DRF12 (BOX 3) requires the coordination of several Bio2RDF data sets, and thus is composed of calls to three other data retrieval functions. Specifically, because iRefIndex uses UniProt identifiers to describe protein-protein interactions, this data retrieval function must retrieve the UniProt identifier for the protein products of a given *C. elegans* gene (specified using its WormBase identifier). To do this it first retrieves the gene symbol for a given WormBase gene identifier using DRF6 (BOX 4). Using the gene symbol, HyQue then queries the Bio2RDF GOA dataset for the corresponding UniProt protein identifiers associated with the symbol (there may be more than one) using DRF1 (BOX 5). The resulting UniProt identifiers are used to query iRefindex for interacting proteins, the experimental method used to detect the interaction and the number of articles reporting the interaction with DRF8 (BOX 6). The results of DRF12 for the *C. elegans* gene sams-1 are shown in Table 10.

BOX 3 SPARQL query used for DRF12

```
SELECT ?otherProtein ?count ?method 
WHERE {
    ( ?arg1 ) :DRF6 ( ?symbol ) .
    ( ?symbolstring ) :DRF1 ( ?protein ) .
}
```
BOX 4 SPARQL query used for DRF6

PREFIX wormbase_vocabulary: <http://bio2rdf.org/wormbase_vocabulary:>
SELECT ?symbol
WHERE {
  SERVICE <http://wormbase.bio2rdf.org/sparql> {
    ?arg1 wormbase_vocabulary:has_approved_gene_name ?symbol .
  } .
}

BOX 5 SPARQL query used for DRF1

PREFIX goa_vocabulary: <http://bio2rdf.org/goa_vocabulary:>
SELECT ?protein
WHERE {
  SERVICE <http://goa.bio2rdf.org/sparql> {
    FILTER regex(?goasymbol, ?arg1) .
  } .
}

BOX 6 SPARQL query used for DRF8

PREFIX irefindex_vocabulary: <http://bio2rdf.org/irefindex_vocabulary:>
SELECT DISTINCT ?otherProtein ?articles ?method
WHERE {
  SERVICE <http://irefindex.bio2rdf.org/sparql> {
    {
      ?interaction irefindex_vocabulary:interactor_b ?otherProtein .
    }
  UNION
    {
      ?interaction2 irefindex_vocabulary:interactor_a ?otherProtein .
    } .
  } .
}
Table 10 Results DRF12 to retrieve interacting proteins from iRefIndex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UniProt protein identifier</th>
<th>Number of supporting articles</th>
<th>Experimental method identifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The complete SPIN RDF representation of all functions and rules is available at the HyQue SPIN Rule GitHub repository22.

5.2.7 Building HyQue data evaluation functions

We developed 9 domain-specific data evaluation functions (each identified by “DEF” followed by a unique number) for HyQue, each dedicated to assessing different a type of retrieved evidence for its contribution to a gene’s involvement in aging, and each evaluating data returned by one or more data retrieval functions. These data evaluation functions answer the following questions for a given gene:

**DEF1** Does the gene have a human-curated aging- or longevity-associated annotation?

**DEF2** Is the gene significantly differentially expressed (under- or over-expressed) when genes that regulate known aging-related pathways are manipulated?

**DEF3** Is the gene or a mammalian homolog significantly differentially expressed under dietary restriction across multiple studies?

---

22 https://github.com/alisoncallahan/hyque-spin-rules
**DEF4** Is the gene’s effect on life-span extension under dietary restriction altered when its expression is manipulated?

**DEF5** Does the gene (or its knockdown) have the extended or shortened lifespan phenotype in WormBase?

**DEF6** Does the gene have aging-related functional annotations, where the annotation is derived from experimental evidence?

**DEF7** Does the gene encode a protein that interacts with other proteins with aging-related functional annotations?

**DEF8** Does the gene interact with other genes that extend or shorten lifespan?

**DEF9** Does the gene have functional annotations that co-occur with aging-related functional annotations?

Each HyQue data evaluation function has two forms: one that returns a Boolean (TRUE or FALSE) if the condition specified in the WHERE clause of the function is satisfied or not, and a second that converts this Boolean to a numeric score (e.g. 1 for TRUE or 0 for FALSE). The second form of each evaluation function is used to calculate a quantitative score for each hypothesized event. HyQue system rules process event scores calculated in this way to generate overall hypothesis scores (see below).

Below, we describe the data evaluation functions DEF1 and DEF7 that call the data retrieval functions presented in the previous section, as well as example results.

**DEF1** calls **DRF3**, the data retrieval function that queries the GenAge Bio2RDF endpoint for a gene’s GenAge identifier and lifespan effect. It then processes the retrieved data, and returns TRUE if the lifespan effect retrieved for a gene is “increase”,
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and FALSE otherwise (BOX 7). For the sams-1 gene, DEF1 returns TRUE, which is converted to an evaluation score of 1 as described above.

**BOX 7 SPARQL query used for DEF1**

```
ASK WHERE {
  FILTER (?effect = "increase") .
}
```

**DEF7** calls **DRF12**, the data retrieval function that retrieves PPIs involving protein products of the gene of interest, as well as **DRF9** (not shown), which retrieves GO process annotations for interacting proteins. It processes the retrieved data and returns TRUE if the experimental method associated with the PPI is one of a set of high-confidence detection methods and if the interacting protein’s GO annotation is related to aging processes, and FALSE otherwise (BOX 8). For the sams-1 gene, DEF1 returns FALSE, which is converted to an evaluation score of 0. A description of each of the PPI detection methods used in DEF7 is provided in Table 15 of Appendix A.
5.2.8 Evaluating *C. elegans* genes for their role in aging processes

Using the nine data evaluation functions described above, we developed an aging-specific rule triggered by the ‘aging’ (GO:0007568) event type that calls each of the functions, and calculates an overall score for the hypothesis that a given gene is involved in aging.

```sparql
ASK WHERE {
  ( ?protein ) :DRF9 ( ?goTerm ) .
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Conceptually, this HyQue rule is triggered by any hypothesis that a gene is involved in an aging event. The event score is calculated by computing the sum of the outputs of each of the nine data evaluation functions listed above, and dividing this value by the maximum possible score (in this case, 9). For example, a gene that received a score of 1 for 6 of the 9 data evaluation functions would have a normalized score of 6/9 or 0.67, while a gene that satisfied only 3/9 data evaluation functions would have a normalized score of 0.33. This resulting normalized event score is processed by HyQue system rules to automatically generate proposition and overall hypothesis scores, using the logical operators specified for propositions as described above.

We executed the aging rule and functions over each of the 48,231 genes identified in WormBase using a Java implementation of HyQue that uses Jena 2.6.11 and the SPIN API 1.2.1. Using a machine with 4GB of RAM, processing all 48,231 genes required approximately 48 hours of computing time.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 WormBase, GenAge, and GenDR Bio2RDF datasets

The WormBase Bio2RDF dataset (built from Release WS235) contains 20,016,596 statements (or triples) about 33 types (or classes) of entities, with 41 relations between those types. In addition to its own native identifiers, the WormBase dataset uses Gene Ontology (GO) for process/function annotations and PubMed identifiers for publications. It also uses the Evidence Codes Ontology (ECO) to specify the type of evidence that is the source of *C. elegans* gene-GO associations. The GenAge Bio2RDF dataset contains

---

23 See http://download.bio2rdf.org/release/3/wormbase/wormbase.html for detailed metrics
63,474 statements about 16 types, with 42 relations\textsuperscript{24}. The GenAge dataset uses NCBI Gene, Ensembl, UniProt, NCBI Taxonomy and PubMed identifiers for genes, proteins, species and publications, respectively. The GenDR Bio2RDF dataset contains 11,081 statements about 15 types, with 34 relations\textsuperscript{25}. The GenDR dataset uses NCBI Gene, WormBase, NCBI Taxonomy, and PubMed identifiers for genes, phenotypes, species, and publications, respectively. Figure 11 shows partial records in the Bio2RDF versions of WormBase, GenAge and GenDR for the gene sams-1.

\textsuperscript{24} See http://download.bio2rdf.org/release/3/genage/genage.html
\textsuperscript{25} See http://download.bio2rdf.org/release/3/gendr/gendr.html
Figure 11 Information about the sams-1 gene in Bio2RDF Versions of WormBase, GenAge and GenDR.

WormBase includes phenotypes, GO associations, and regulatory relationships for C. elegans genes. GenAge includes lifespan effects and cross references to NCBI Gene, as well as other databases. GenDR includes DR-induced Gene-phenotype associations.
5.3.2 High scoring genes regulate aging in *C. elegans*

Of the 48,231 *C. elegans* genes evaluated by HyQue for their role in aging, 1 gene received the highest score of 0.89 and 7 genes received a score of 0.78. Table 11 lists the genes with their WormBase identifier and gene symbol, as well as the HyQue data evaluation functions that contributed to their high evaluation score (where the function identifier corresponds to those in the list above). All of these genes have been reported in the literature to regulate longevity (PMID column of Table 11). The overall score distribution of all *C. elegans* genes is shown in Table 12.

Table 11 8 C. elegans genes that received the highest HyQue evaluations for their role in aging, the PubMed identifiers of papers describing their roles in regulating longevity, and the data evaluation functions that contributed to their scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WormBase ID</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>PMID(s)</th>
<th>Satisfied data evaluation function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00008205</td>
<td>sams-1</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>16103914</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00009741</td>
<td>dr-1</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>16103914</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene0000371</td>
<td>cco-1</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>21215371</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00002178</td>
<td>jnk-1</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>15767565</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00004800</td>
<td>sir-2.1</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>21938067</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00004789</td>
<td>sgk-1</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>15068796</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00006796</td>
<td>unc-62</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>17411345</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00004013</td>
<td>pha-4</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>19239417</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12 HyQue score distribution for 48,231 *C. elegans* genes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Number of genes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>9200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>36226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HyQue captures the individual score contributions of each data evaluation function for each *C. elegans* gene, and using this data we measured the frequencies with which each function was satisfied across all *C. elegans* genes. Table 13 shows the frequency with which each of the 9 data evaluation functions were satisfied across all *C. elegans* genes.

**Table 13 Frequency with which each data evaluation function was satisfied across all 48,231 C. elegans genes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data evaluation function</th>
<th>Satisfied frequency</th>
<th>Proportion (Frequency/# of <em>C. elegans</em> genes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEF1</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>6.6x10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF2</td>
<td>6406</td>
<td>1.3x10^{-1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.1x10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF4</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.1x10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF5</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>1.4x10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF6</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>1.8x10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF7</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>2.8x10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF8</td>
<td>1216</td>
<td>2.5x10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF9</td>
<td>6899</td>
<td>1.4x10^{-1}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also compared HyQue’s evaluations of genes that would be expected to receive a high score to its evaluation of all genes, based on a naïve analysis of the gene descriptions in WormBase. Specifically, we queried the Bio2RDF WormBase dataset for genes that have at least one of the following terms in their WormBase description: “aging”, “lifespan”, “life span” and “longevity”, which returned a set of 209 genes. The distribution of HyQue scores for this set of genes is significantly different from the distribution of HyQue scores for all *C. elegans* genes (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p<2.2x10^{-16}; see Figure 12). The score distribution of all *C. elegans* genes is heavily left skewed, with 0 being the most frequently assigned score. In contrast, of the 209 genes with aging-related terms in their description, the most frequently assigned score is 0.44
and >50% are assigned that score or higher (comparatively, just over 1% of all genes have a score of 0.44 or higher).

Figure 12 The HyQue score distribution of all *C. elegans* genes is significantly different from that of the scores of 209 genes with aging-related terms in their WormBase descriptions (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p<2.2x10^{-16}). The percentage of genes with a given score is displayed when < 5%.

5.3.3 **HyQue identifies candidate aging-related genes in *C. elegans***

The analysis of HyQue scores for genes with aging-related terms in their descriptions gives us confidence that HyQue can discern aging-related genes from non-aging-related genes, and our next step was to use HyQue to identify genes that are good candidates for having a role in aging but which have not been characterized as such. To identify genes that are strong candidates for being aging/longevity-related we analyzed the HyQue evaluations to find the highest scoring genes that do not have an existing aging- or longevity-associated annotation in WormBase or GenAge (*i.e.* those genes that do not have a scoring contribution from DEF1 or DEF5), indicating that their involvement in
aging is not well characterized. Of the 509 genes with scores of 0.44 or greater, there are 31 such genes. Table 14 lists these genes with the data evaluation functions contributing to their overall score.

Table 14 31 C. elegans genes that received High HyQue evaluation scores for their role in aging without existing aging-related annotations, and the data evaluation functions that contributed to their scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WormBase ID</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Satisfied data evaluation function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00000252</td>
<td>bli-2</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00000255</td>
<td>bli-5</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00000262</td>
<td>bra-1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00000479</td>
<td>cgh-1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00000915*</td>
<td>daf-21</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00001165</td>
<td>efn-4</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00001428*</td>
<td>fkb-3</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00001543*</td>
<td>gcy-18</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00001578</td>
<td>ges-1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00001746</td>
<td>hbl-1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00001746</td>
<td>hmg-4</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00001974</td>
<td>hmp-2</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00002005*</td>
<td>hsp-1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00002013*</td>
<td>hsp-12.6</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00002069*</td>
<td>ikb-1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00002881</td>
<td>let-756</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00003029</td>
<td>lin-44</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00003058</td>
<td>lov-1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00003210</td>
<td>mel-28</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00003473</td>
<td>mtl-1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00003497</td>
<td>mup-4</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00003977*</td>
<td>pes-2.1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00004392</td>
<td>mr-2</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00004765</td>
<td>sel-8</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00005078</td>
<td>unc-54</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00005128</td>
<td>sod-5</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00016140</td>
<td>rpb-2</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00017830</td>
<td>rpb-8</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00020100</td>
<td>mks-1</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGene00021234</td>
<td>vps-4</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* true positive
A closer examination of these 31 genes revealed that there are 7 ‘true positive’ cases (marked with a * in Table 14). Specifically, these 7 genes have WormBase human-readable descriptions that directly implicate them as aging/lifespan associated genes and they are annotated with the WormBase ‘lifespan variant’ phenotype. daf-21 encodes an Hsp90-family molecular chaperone known to regulate dauer formation [144], and its RNAi-induced under expression reduces age-1 modulated lifespan [145]. fkb-3 encodes a peptidylprolyl cis/trans isomerase and its expression is positively regulated by the DAF-2 pathway and DAF-16 FOXO transcription factor activity [146]. gcy-18 encodes a guanyly cyclase crucial for wild-type thermotaxis [147]. gcy-18 expression is induced in DAF-2/DAF-16 double mutants, and its knockout by RNAi extends lifespan [148]. hsp-1 encodes heat shock protein hsp70A and its knockout by RNAi reduces lifespan in an age-1 mutant [144]. hsp-12.6 is a stress response gene downstream of daf-16. hsp-12.6 expression is increased in daf-2 mutants [124, 148] and its silencing by RNAi reduces lifespan by approximately 25% [122]. ikb-1 deletion mutants also have a shortened lifespan [149] and ikb-1 function may be related to DNA damage response [150]. pes-2.1 expression is down-regulated in daf-2 loss-of-function mutants, and RNAi targeting of pes-2.1 increases C. elegans lifespan [148]. 3 other genes – ges-1, mtl-1 and sod-5 – have the ‘lifespan variant’ phenotype but their roles in aging/longevity are not characterized.

The most frequently occurring combination of satisfied data evaluation functions (used to generate the overall HyQue evaluation score) for the 31 candidate genes is DEF2, DEF7, DEF8 and DEF9. Based on the overall frequencies of these functions being satisfied (Table 12) across all C. elegans genes, the likelihood of observing this combination by chance for a single gene is just 1.34x10^-6. Considering that there are
48,231 genes in WormBase, less than one gene in this set would have this combination by chance.

We used FUNC [151] to analyze the 31 candidate genes for significantly enriched biological function and process annotations from GOA. Enriched biological process terms include ‘determination of adult lifespan’ (GO:0008340; p-value* 2.7 x 10^{-11}), ‘nematode larval development’ (GO:0002119, p-value 4.6 x 10^{-3}), ‘multicellular organismal protein metabolic process’ (GO:0044268, p value 5.7 x 10^{-3}), ‘response to heat’ (GO:0009408, p value 6.7 x 10^{-3}), ‘larval foraging behavior’ (GO:0035177, p value 1.1 x 10^{-2}), ‘multicellular organismal reproductive process’ (GO:0048609, p value 1.3 x 10^{-2}), ‘superoxide metabolic process’ (GO:0006801, p value 1.7 x 10^{-2}), ‘inositol lipid-mediated signaling’ (GO:0048017, p value 1.9 x 10^{-2}), ‘deoxyribonucleoside diphosphate metabolic process’ (GO:0009186, p value 2.5 x 10^{-2}) and ‘protein folding’ (GO:0006457, p value 2.6 x 10^{-2}). Enriched molecular function terms include ‘structural constituent of collagen and cuticulin-based cuticle’ (GO:0042329, p value 2.9 x 10^{-4}), ‘fibroblast growth factor receptor binding’ (GO:00005104 p value 5.2 x 10^{-3}), ‘superoxide dismutase activity’ (GO:0004784, p value 1.2 x 10^{-3}), ‘growth factor activity’ (GO:0008083, p value 2.1 x 10^{-2}), and ‘transcription coactivator activity’ (GO:0003713, p value 3.6 x 10^{-2}).

Supplementary Table 16 and Table 17 in Appendix B list all significantly enriched GO biological process and molecular function annotations and their associated p-values.

5.4 Discussion

We have demonstrated that HyQue is able to correctly identify known aging/lifespan-related genes in C. elegans by evaluating a variety of evidence types from multiple

* p-values were calculated after a FUNC refinement step to remove GO terms that were enriched only because their child terms were enriched
sources, and can also identify candidate aging and longevity-related genes whose effect on these biological processes are not yet well-characterized. Indeed, the 24 candidate genes (not including the 7 true positive candidates) are promising targets for future research to uncover their effects on lifespan. The HyQue data evaluation functions that were not satisfied for each of these genes can be used as a guide for future experimental designs (for example, given that experimental data about the expression of gsk-3 under dietary restriction is not currently available, an experiment could be performed to obtain this data). Of the 24 candidate genes lacking direct links to aging/lifespan, the majority have known functions related to development, stress response (including protection against environmental stresses such as heat and oxidative damage) and reproductive behavior in *C. elegans*. Human orthologs [152] of several of these genes are also responsible for neurodegenerative disease phenotypes. For example, polymorphisms in a human ortholog of let-756, FGF20, are risk factors for Parkinson’s disease [153, 154]. Similarly, a human ortholog of gsk-3, GSK3B, may also modulate risk for Parkinson’s disease [155] and Alzheimer’s disease [156, 157]. Mutations in SOD1, a human ortholog of sod-5 that functions to destroy free superoxide radicals in the body and protect against RNA, DNA and protein damage, are associated with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS, or Lou Gehrig’s disease). All of these human disorders are associated with shortened lifespan [158-160].

No *C. elegans* genes achieved the maximum possible normalized HyQue score of 1, because no single gene had all features required to satisfy the 9 data evaluation functions used in its evaluation. More specifically, only one *C. elegans* gene satisfied DEF3, which asked if a given gene had a homolog significantly differently expressed...
under dietary restriction across multiple studies, using the Bio2RDF GenDR dataset as a source. GenDR includes the homologs of 99 model organism genes, but only three of these had entries in the GenDR list of DR affected genes from multiple studies, and of those only one was a homolog of a *C. elegans* gene. This dataset will be important for future applications of HyQue, however, as we extend its application to evaluating the role of mammalian genes in aging in a manner similar to the approach described here. Also, if HAGR extends the GenDR database to non-mammals, then it will also gain relevance for HyQue.

The frequency with which each of the HyQue data evaluation functions that contributed to the scores of the 31 candidate genes were satisfied in all *C. elegans* genes indicates that is very unlikely for a gene to have satisfied this set of functions by chance. This, as well as the distribution of HyQue scores for genes with aging-related terms in their descriptions that were expected to receive an evaluation reflecting their role in aging-related biological processes validates the HyQue approach to assessing biological hypotheses, whereby genes that have accumulated more biological evidence (as determined by the execution of data retrieval and evaluation functions) are better candidates for satisfying the hypothesis that they are involved in aging and thus receive a higher evaluation score. The set of 209 genes with aging-related terms in their description do not comprise *all* genes that have a role in aging (for example, it includes only 5 of the 8 top-scoring genes – cco-1, jnk-1, sgk-1, sams-1 and pha-4), but the occurrence of aging-related terms in these genes’ descriptions implicates them as aging-related genes, and thus HyQue was expected to evaluate them as such and assign them higher evaluation scores than would be expected by chance, as was observed.
The scoring system used by HyQue to evaluate a gene’s role in aging is one of many possible variations, and will improve over time. For example, currently all evidence types are assigned the same weight, and so the presence or absence of any evidence equally affects HyQue’s final evaluation. However, some evidence, such as experimentally measured changes in gene expression, may have more validity in confirming or refuting a hypothesis. This could be reflected by, for example, increasing the score contributed by gene expression data so that its value affects a final score more than a less powerful data source, such as a one-step-removed genetic interaction. It may also be that different scientists will come to view the same evidence with varying confidence, and HyQue’s evaluation functions can evolve over time to reflect these shifts in perspective. HyQue’s automatically generated provenance of hypothesis evaluations is useful in this context, as it makes it possible to determine exactly how a hypothesis achieved a given score, by following links to evaluation rules and source data. Data retrieval and data evaluation are separated to facilitate the re-use of data retrieval functions for different hypothesis types, and also in an attempt to “future proof” HyQue functions in the event that a data source changes, or a data evaluation criteria changes over time. Maintaining data retrieval and evaluation functions separately means that either can be updated without requiring that the other be changed.

Performance evaluation measures such as veracity [161], recently proposed as an alternative approach to precision and recall for evaluating predictive systems, may also be useful in assessing HyQue’s ability to correctly evaluate hypotheses. Veracity quantifies the performance of systems that predict features such as a chemical’s toxicological activity by considering what proportion of a set of entities that are input into
the system should ideally fall into each of the possible predicted categories, and comparing the actual predicted proportions to this ideal. In other words, veracity quantifies the confidence level associated with a given prediction, in that we can have more confidence in predictions that more closely follow the ideal distribution. Using veracity to assess HyQue’s evaluations of *C. elegans* genes for their involvement in aging would require an ideal distribution of scores, which would in part require verification of each gene’s role (or lack thereof) in aging. Such an assessment may be possible in the near future.

HyQue realizes the promise of the Semantic Web [10] to bring relevant knowledge automatically to the fingers of biologists studying complex domains, and to reason over this knowledge for assessing biological hypotheses. With current biological evidence, the functions used to evaluate that evidence, and the outcomes of HyQue evaluations all serialized as Linked Data, it is possible to query and reason over these resources to discover how evidence changes over time, and how this affects prevailing biological hypotheses. HyQue data retrieval and evaluation SPIN functions can also be repurposed for new biological domains, and their availability as linked data whose properties can be computationally queried (for example, to discover functions that satisfy a given criteria or retrieve a certain data type) makes them ideal for re-use.

Future work will involve experimental validation of the 24 candidate genes for their role in lifespan-related biological processes, as well as continued development of the data retrieval and evaluation functions used by HyQue to assess a gene’s role in aging. Specifically, it is possible to expand the taxonomic reach of HyQue by including evidence from additional model organisms as such data becomes available.
In summary, we have described the application of HyQue, a Semantic Web tool for hypothesis evaluation, to the problem of discovering genes that affect aging and longevity. We show that HyQue gives positive scores to hypotheses involving genes that are known to regulate aging, and also identified 24 potentially aging-related genes that are good candidates for experimental study in this context. The rules and functions we developed for this domain can be re-used in future applications of HyQue.
6 Chapter: Summary of contributions and future directions

The research presented in this thesis lays a foundation for and describes preliminary results on the use of a Semantic Web approach to computational hypothesis evaluation in the life sciences. Such an approach requires the coordination of tools for querying structured life sciences data, ontologies for reasoning about that data, rules for encoding potentially complex evaluation processes that consume these resources, and a model for recording the provenance of such tasks, into an ecosystem that has Semantic Web compatible data as both its input and output. Early attempts at such systems suffered from a lack of standards and the ability to publish to the Web in a machine-understandable way, making them inherently difficult to share and repurpose. This is changing rapidly with recent advances in infrastructure and applications for the Internet and Web [162], the exponential growth of published (but largely unstructured) biological data [3, 163], as well as the growing momentum of real-world Semantic Web applications in the sciences [18, 164, 165]. All of these factors have made the time ripe for designing and assessing a Semantic Web framework for hypothesis evaluation, focused on the life sciences. From this perspective, the work described in this thesis can be summarized into three main contributions:

- **Novel framing of the hypothesis evaluation task** as a combination of targeted scalable data retrieval coupled with automated analysis of that data in the context of domain knowledge

- **Design and implementation of HyQue, a Semantic Web tool for hypothesis evaluation** – in HyQue, data and domain knowledge are encoded as RDF linked data and OWL ontologies, hypothesis evaluation rules are described using the
SPARQL Inferencing Notation and encoded as RDF, and hypothesis evaluations and their provenance are encoded as RDF linked data

- Application of HyQue to discover candidate C. elegans genes involved in aging – using HyQue with data retrieval and evaluation functions developed for the domain of aging, we evaluated all 48,231 C. elegans genes and identified 24 candidate genes that had significantly positive HyQue evaluation scores but were not well characterized in terms of their effects on lifespan

In addition to these core contributions, my doctoral research has also contributed significant development of the Bio2RDF project, as well as the ovopub, a new model for data provenance on the Semantic Web with specific relevance to life sciences data. In the following pages, I revisit each of these contributions in more detail and propose future work.

In work on the Bio2RDF project, we took major strides towards making life sciences linked data available at a large scale. In particular, we used a dataset registry to coerce the naming of data items so that they connect together. We also demonstrated ontology-based integration through mappings between Bio2RDF dataset-specific ontologies and the Semanticscience Integrated Ontology (SIO). This enabled us to query and reason about Bio2RDF data using a common terminology. The migration of Bio2RDF open-source scripts to GitHub lowers the barrier for community participation in maintaining up-to-date releases of Bio2RDF datasets and contributing new datasets. Lastly, we demonstrate the value of Bio2RDF in answering questions and evaluating biological hypotheses.
In developing the ovopub for recording the provenance of statements and datasets we addressed a question of growing interest to the Semantic Web community – can we design a scalable, domain independent model for recording provenance on the Semantic Web? Having a machine-understandable description of data provenance is increasingly important as the number of tools and projects that consume data on the Semantic Web continues to grow, and being able to discriminate data of quality depends on being able to assess its source, how it was made, and its currency. The ovopub can be used to describe the provenance of statements and datasets of any size or level of complexity, and also enables provenance-based querying and selection. HyQue uses the ovopub model to record the provenance of each hypothesis evaluation it performs, which will facilitate provenance-based assessment of HyQue performance.

HyQue has seen many iterations, the most recent resulting in the system described in the methods sections of Chapters 2 and 5. What started out as a system whose logic and rules were encoded almost entirely in locally executed PHP scripts has become a full-fledged Semantic Web tool that both consumes and produces RDF linked data, and is itself largely described using RDF through the SPIN modeling vocabulary. In parallel, our early applications of HyQue to the galactose metabolism gene network in *S. cerevisiae*, inspired by the work of HyBrow, have evolved to a far more advanced application toward evaluating hypotheses about genes and their role in aging and longevity in the model organism *C. elegans*. Using HyQue, we both re-confirmed experimental and annotation-based support for genes known to modulate aging and longevity, and discovered 24 candidate genes that are promising subjects for further experimentation.
Future work with HyQue lies in several areas: experimentally validating HyQue evaluations, extending the application domains of HyQue, and improving HyQue’s user interface and user experience. The biggest ‘missing piece’ of the HyQue story lies in experimentally assessing HyQue evaluations, specifically the 24 candidate aging-related genes identified by HyQue as described in Chapter 5. Statistical analysis of HyQue’s evaluation of all *C. elegans* genes demonstrates that the system is capable of distinguishing and accurately evaluating aging-related genes in comparison to the population of all genes, and so experimental validation is the next logical step.

Experimental approaches for measuring changes in gene expression and lifespan under different experimental conditions in *C. elegans* have been well described (e.g. [166-169]), making the design and execution of such experiments focused on the 24 candidate genes a feasible next step, in collaboration with domain experts.

We have also completed preliminary work in extending the application of HyQue to the domain of drug safety, and more specifically drug-induced cardiotoxicity, the leading reason for drug recalls from 2002 to 2011 [170]. We are collaborating with researchers at the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to use HyQue to evaluate hypotheses about the cardiotoxic effects of tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) [171] which are used in cancer therapies to inhibit tumour growth. Different TKIs have different cardiotoxic effects, and the goal of using HyQue is to discern which TKI features may be associated with cardiotoxicity by taking advantage of the large and disparate sources of relevant data available in a scalable manner, addressing a need of the FDA researchers who have abundance of data but lack methods for querying, integrating and reasoning over it. We have developed domain specific rules for HyQue that assess evidence from
the ChEMBL database of bio-assays, drug information sources including the
Comparative Toxicogenomics Database, DrugBank, and SIDER about drug side effects
and drug-drug interactions, as well as results from mouse model experiments and human
clinical trials. We are currently assessing the application of these rules to evaluate
tyrosine kinase inhibitors that have known cardiotoxic effects (as a proof-of-concept), as
well as evaluate hypotheses about the cardiotoxic effects of non-TKI drugs.

Another area for future work lies in developing an online graphical user interface
for HyQue that allows users to submit hypotheses, view and select evaluation rules, and
also view evaluation results. I have developed a Drupal module for HyQue that allows
users to compose and submit hypotheses for evaluation (Figure 13), and also a
preliminary interface for visualizing drug-cardiotoxicity hypothesis evaluation results
(Figure 14). Extensions to this early work will involve rendering the evaluation results
display interface more flexible to facilitate its re-use for displaying HyQue hypothesis
evaluation results for any domain or hypothesis type.

In addition to the proposed future work specific to the implementation of HyQue
and assessing its evaluations, there are also more exploratory research questions
motivated by the HyQue approach to hypothesis evaluation. For example, it remains an
open question how the rules, data evaluation functions and data retrieval functions that
HyQue uses, which are currently curated and choreographed by human scientists, may be
reasoned over, automatically selected and combined on the fly by Semantic Web
software agents, based on input hypothesis features. The Semantic Automated Discovery
Figure 13 Form-based HyQue user interface for composing hypotheses about drug cardiotoxicity, implemented as a Drupal module.
Figure 14 HyQue user interface for displaying drug cardiotoxicity hypothesis evaluation results, including data retrieved and contribution of different evidence types to overall evaluation.
and Integration (SADI) framework [172] is a promising candidate for exploring this potential application and extension of HyQue. The SADI framework allows users to formally describe the inputs and outputs of web services using OWL class definitions, and generates code stubs for required methods based on OWL SADI service descriptions. SADI has been used to develop web services for classifying small molecules [173, 174] and for a text mining pipeline [175] that extracts genetic mutants and their phenotypes from scientific publications. Future research could explore approaches for automatically selecting data retrieval and evaluation functions through SADI web services triggered by hypotheses that instantiate the HyQue Hypothesis Ontology. As a basis for this functionality, we are interested in also developing databases for storing and publishing HyQue hypotheses, data retrieval functions, and data evaluation functions, as well as their provenance.

The motivating use cases for HyQue consider the task of hypothesis evaluation as one of retrieving data identified by experts to be relevant for the hypothesis at hand, and assessing that data using evaluation functions that are domain specific and potentially unique to that same expert. The data evaluation functions are then combined to generate scores where the score is linearly related to the amount of supporting evidence. In contrast, machine learning approaches for predicting the association of a biological entity with a property of interest (e.g., whether or not a gene affects lifespan) use labeled gold standard training data to statistically determine which features and feature values are critical to correctly predicting the property, and weight them accordingly [176]. In the domain of biogerontology the application area for HyQue described in Chapter 5, labeled data that could be used as a gold standard is be the set of genes with aging-related terms
in their human-readable descriptions. HyQue could be integrated with a machine learning approach to prediction by acting as a tool for feature vector creation via data retrieval specified by an input hypothesis, the predictive value of which could then be determined by a given machine learning algorithm. More specifically, the features identified by a classifier as significant could be assigned a higher scoring weight by HyQue when calculating hypothesis scores. This has potential of avoiding non-optimal (i.e. less predictive) scoring functions while taking advantage of HyQue’s approach to targeted data retrieval that is semantically linked with specific hypothesis types.

The ultimate goal of this research has been to assist biologists in evaluating hypotheses in the data-rich setting that is science today. With HyQue, we achieve this by making targeted data retrieval scalable in order to leverage the ‘unreasonable effectiveness’ of large datasets [177], and by automating the analysis of retrieved data in the context of domain knowledge. The rules and functions used by HyQue have been developed through collaboration between domain experts of two kinds – subject matter experts familiar with the field of aging research, and bioinformatics and Semantic Web experts knowledgeable in the areas of biological data integration, querying and reasoning using Semantic Web tools. This approach to rule development for HyQue contrasts computational approaches for automatically learning rules from data that rely on statistical analysis and require little to no human input. The advantage of the latter is that automatic approaches can efficiently operate over very large amounts of data and produce rules that perform well in predicting features of interest. However, such automatic approaches also face significant challenges: the quality of rules produced depends on the quality of the source data, and on the ability to correctly identify relationships between
data items. Biological data generated by different scientists, and published in a variety of formats are not easily integrated without work by bioinformaticians to manage their idiosyncrasies and translate the semantics of the data to a machine understandable format, as described in Chapter 3. Thus, the ability to process large amounts of data does not guarantee the success of rule learning approaches. From the user perspective, methods to learn rules from data can generate rules that may have significant positive predictive value, but are completely opaque to those interpreting the rules and attempting to improve their understanding of a biological system using their predictions. In contrast, because HyQue rules are manually crafted, can be re-used, and because the HyQue framework captures exactly how rules are used to evaluate a given hypothesis, the reasoning processes employed by HyQue through its rules are highly transparent and interpretable by its users. Challenges remain in effectively sharing and making discoverable the components of HyQue that have potential for re-use in other biological domains, and in continuing to lower the barrier of effective use of HyQue, and Semantic Web technologies in general, by the experimental biologist. The target user for the current version of HyQue is the bioinformatician, who though not necessarily an expert in Semantic Web technologies, is versed in developing and applying computational approaches for data management and analysis often in collaboration with biologists who have a specific use case or question. Making HyQue more directly accessible to the biologist will require development of a more flexible user interface for crafting and evaluating hypotheses, a browse and search tool for identifying and selecting rules relevant to a given user, as well as a tool for crafting functions and rules that relies less on experience with SPARQL and SPIN. The promise of the Semantic Web for real-world
applications in the life sciences has never been greater: a future version of HyQue
improved by biologist feedback and application to broader domains, and, more
importantly, the biological discoveries that HyQue can facilitate, are exciting prospects.
## Appendices

### Appendix A

Table 15 Protein-protein interaction detection methods used by DEF7 to filter results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bio2RDF URI</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0004">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0004</a></td>
<td>affinity chromatography technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0006">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0006</a></td>
<td>anti bait coimmunoprecipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0007">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0007</a></td>
<td>anti tag coimmunoprecipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0012">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0012</a></td>
<td>bioluminescence resonance energy transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0019">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0019</a></td>
<td>coimmunoprecipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0020">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0020</a></td>
<td>transmission electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0040">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0040</a></td>
<td>electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0055">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0055</a></td>
<td>fluorescent resonance energy transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0067">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0067</a></td>
<td>light scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0069">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0069</a></td>
<td>mass spectrometry studies of complexes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0077">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0077</a></td>
<td>nuclear magnetic resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0096">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0096</a></td>
<td>pull down affinity chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0107">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0107</a></td>
<td>surface plasmon resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0109">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0109</a></td>
<td>tap tag coimmunoprecipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0114">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0114</a></td>
<td>X-ray crystallography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0254">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0254</a></td>
<td>genetic interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0364">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0364</a></td>
<td>inferred by curator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0405">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0405</a></td>
<td>competition binding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0406">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0406</a></td>
<td>deacetylase assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0410">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0410</a></td>
<td>electron tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0411">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0411</a></td>
<td>enzyme linked immunosorbent assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0415">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0415</a></td>
<td>enzymatic study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0417">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0417</a></td>
<td>footprinting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0423">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0423</a></td>
<td>in-gel kinase assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0424">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0424</a></td>
<td>protein kinase assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0434">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0434</a></td>
<td>phosphatase assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0435">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0435</a></td>
<td>protease assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0515">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0515</a></td>
<td>methyltransferase assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0676">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0676</a></td>
<td>tandem affinity purification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0678">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0678</a></td>
<td>antibody array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0728">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0728</a></td>
<td>gal4 vp16 complementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0809">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0809</a></td>
<td>bimolecular fluorescence complementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0826">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0826</a></td>
<td>X-ray scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0841">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0841</a></td>
<td>phosphotransfer assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0858">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0858</a></td>
<td>immunodepleted coimmunoprecipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0870">http://bio2rdf.org/psi-mi:0870</a></td>
<td>demethylase assay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix B

Table 16 GO biological process annotations enriched in the set of 31 *C. elegans* candidate aging-related genes identified by HyQue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological process</th>
<th>GO identifier</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>negative regulation of translation</td>
<td>GO:0017148</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morphogenesis of embryonic epithelium</td>
<td>GO:0016331</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-organism reproductive behavior</td>
<td>GO:0044705</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engulfment of apoptotic cell</td>
<td>GO:0043652</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protein folding</td>
<td>GO:0006457</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mitotic spindle organization</td>
<td>GO:0007052</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deoxyribonucleoside diphosphate metabolic process</td>
<td>GO:0009186</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thermosensory behavior</td>
<td>GO:0040040</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>response to cadmium ion</td>
<td>GO:0046686</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wnt receptor signaling pathway, regulating spindle positioning</td>
<td>GO:0060069</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sexual reproduction</td>
<td>GO:0019953</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuticle development involved in collagen and cuticulin-based cuticle molting cycle</td>
<td>GO:0042338</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cytoskeletal anchoring at plasma membrane</td>
<td>GO:0007016</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regulation of cell adhesion</td>
<td>GO:0030155</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inositol lipid-mediated signaling</td>
<td>GO:0048017</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superoxide metabolic process</td>
<td>GO:0006801</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling pathway</td>
<td>GO:0008543</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tail tip morphogenesis</td>
<td>GO:0045138</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skeletal muscle myosin thick filament assembly</td>
<td>GO:0030241</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative regulation of transforming growth factor beta receptor signaling pathway</td>
<td>GO:0030512</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regulation of axon extension involved in axon guidance</td>
<td>GO:0048841</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative regulation of synapse assembly</td>
<td>GO:0051964</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gonad development</td>
<td>GO:0008406</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multicellular organismal reproductive process</td>
<td>GO:0048609</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative regulation of cell projection organization</td>
<td>GO:0031345</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>larval foraging behavior</td>
<td>GO:0035177</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retrograde transport, endosome to Golgi</td>
<td>GO:0042147</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cell fate specification involved in pattern specification</td>
<td>GO:0060573</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological process</td>
<td>GO identifier</td>
<td>P-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receptor guanylyl cyclase signaling pathway</td>
<td>GO:0007168</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multicellular organismal protein catabolic process</td>
<td>GO:0044254</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatching</td>
<td>GO:0035188</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hermaphrodite genitalia development</td>
<td>GO:0040035</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>response to heat</td>
<td>GO:0009408</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>germline cell cycle switching, mitotic to meiotic cell cycle</td>
<td>GO:0051729</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multicellular organismal protein metabolic process</td>
<td>GO:0044268</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nematode larval development</td>
<td>GO:0002119</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regulation of actin cytoskeleton organization by cell-cell adhesion</td>
<td>GO:0090138</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apoptotic process</td>
<td>GO:0006915</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receptor-mediated endocytosis</td>
<td>GO:0006898</td>
<td>0.00094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morphogenesis of an epithelium</td>
<td>GO:0002009</td>
<td>0.00094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cell migration involved in gastrulation</td>
<td>GO:0042074</td>
<td>0.00093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotion</td>
<td>GO:0040011</td>
<td>0.00030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP catabolic process</td>
<td>GO:0006200</td>
<td>0.00028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>determination of adult lifespan</td>
<td>GO:0008340</td>
<td>2.17E-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17 GO molecular function annotations enriched in the set of 31 C. elegans candidate aging-related genes identified by HyQue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecular function</th>
<th>GO identifier</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>four-way junction helicase activity</td>
<td>GO:0009378</td>
<td>0.0481223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actin filament binding</td>
<td>GO:0051015</td>
<td>0.0406744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transcription coactivator activity</td>
<td>GO:0003713</td>
<td>0.0356782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP binding</td>
<td>GO:0005524</td>
<td>0.0240303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATPase activity</td>
<td>GO:0016887</td>
<td>0.0212704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase activity, thioredoxin disulfide as acceptor</td>
<td>GO:0004748</td>
<td>0.0205395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>growth factor activity</td>
<td>GO:0008083</td>
<td>0.0205395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frizzled binding</td>
<td>GO:0005109</td>
<td>0.0154429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA helicase activity</td>
<td>GO:0003724</td>
<td>0.012885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superoxide dismutase activity</td>
<td>GO:0004784</td>
<td>0.012885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>structural constituent of muscle</td>
<td>GO:0008307</td>
<td>0.012885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadherin binding</td>
<td>GO:0045296</td>
<td>0.0103208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfolded protein binding</td>
<td>GO:0051082</td>
<td>0.0084738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protein kinase binding</td>
<td>GO:0019901</td>
<td>0.0078768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microfilament motor activity</td>
<td>GO:0000146</td>
<td>0.00517324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular function</td>
<td>GO identifier</td>
<td>P-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fibroblast growth factor receptor binding</td>
<td>GO:0005104</td>
<td>0.00517324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protein domain specific binding</td>
<td>GO:0019904</td>
<td>0.00405088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha-catenin binding</td>
<td>GO:0045294</td>
<td>0.00258983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>structural constituent of collagen and cuticulin-based cuticle</td>
<td>GO:0042329</td>
<td>0.000285639</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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